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Abstract 
 
This is Me, my House explores the narratives we construct in our everyday lives to make 
sense of and bring coherence to an absurd existence - as defined by Albert Camus in his 
1942 text The Myth of Sisyphus. In this work Camus argues the human longing for 
meaning amidst meaninglessness gives rise to absurdity and an ongoing conflict that plays 
out in our relationship with the world.  
 
In This is Me, my House I explore representations of meaning amidst meaninglessness in 
my research paper and practice, a multi-channel video installation that sits on the boundary 
between art and film – approached through the prism of crisis, the betwixt and between of 
liminality and the uncertainty of the unheimlich, of not being at home in the world.  
 
In the course of my research I have examined the practice of David Lynch, Charlie 
Kaufman, Gregor Schneider and Anja-Liisa Ahtila whose films and artworks invoke crisis in 
a liminal and unheimlich space. In doing so I argue they get at meaning by making 
absurdity visible, inviting the viewer to question meaning within the work and to question 
the stories they tell to make sense of their own existence. 
 
To do this I have utilised documentary recountings of the lived experience of uncertainty 
alongside imagery of abandoned, banal and every-day spaces, configured together as a 
video and audio installation. Amidst these fragmented images and narratives the viewer is 
similarly asked to seek out significance for them selves with the work and perhaps in their 
own lives.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
	   1 
Introduction  
 
There’s a feeling I have which is when I’m particularly 
stressed, and if I’ve been doing something that’s very 
difficult, that I can’t just seem to get through it, and I’m 
frustrated and so on, and I say to myself, I just want to 
go home, I just want to give up and go home, and then I 
think about that, and it seems so crazy because I am at 
home, I’m at my own house, and yet I still have this 
feeling of wanting to go home. 
(Interview Subject One, Edited elements Nov 20, 2013) 
 
A journey into uncertainty 
 
In The Myth of Sisyphus, Albert Camus discusses how Sisyphus, punished by the gods for 
refusing to accept his mortal fate, is forced to roll a bolder to the peak of a mountaintop, 
and then repeat this task, over and over for all eternity. Camus uses this Greek myth to 
explore absurdity, in which meaning, and hence life, is rendered futile in the face of a 
chaotic and indifferent existence. He suggests this “confrontation with absurdity then 
compels profound anxiety, anxiety so unbearable that it commonly elicits a longing for 
death”. However this often results in the creation of self-consoling delusions and false 
narratives into which the creator posits meaning and retreats into a state of “bad faith” or 
“philosophical suicide”1. Camus does not tell us the universe is absurd in and of itself. 
“What is absurd is the confrontation of the irrational and the wild longing for clarity, 
[certainty and meaning] whose call echoes in the human heart”. 2  Absurdity therefore 
resides in the void between our “longing for clarity” and the indifferent silence of the 
universe, in our conscious relationship with the world. “For the moment it is all that links 
them together”3 for after death absurdity is no more.4  This thesis therefore will examine the 
void between longing and silence and the narratives and spaces we construct to make 
sense of an absurd existence.  
 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Philosophical Suicide is a specific term Camus employs when discussing a collection of existential 
philosophers, who while aware of the absurd nature of existence, posit a paradoxical position from 
which they can populate an absurd existence with “superhuman significance”, or with transcendence 
and hope. 
Bad Faith is however more clearly correlated to notions of choice and freedom. For Sartre the 
individual is born free, unencumbered with a set essence or nature. It is the individual’s responsibility 
then to shape their own essence through the choices they make. “To evade this responsibility, either 
by seeking meaning in something external, such as god, or an external morality, or by rejecting the 
possibility of meaning altogether is an act of bad faith” 
2 Albert Camus, The Myth of Sisyphus [Le Mythe de Sisyphe], trans. Justine O'Brien (Camberwell, 
Victoria: Penguin Group (Austrlia), 2005), 20.  
3 Ibid.  
4 Ibid., 29. 
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In Sisyphus, Camus finds a device with which to approach the absurd, but also an absurd 
hero whose fate he tells us provides the key to his and our liberation: 
 
If this myth is tragic it is because its hero is conscious. 
Where would his torture be, indeed, if at every step the 
hope of succeeding upheld him? The workman of today 
works every day in his life at the same tasks and this fate 
is no less absurd. But it is tragic only at the rare moments 
when it becomes conscious. Sisyphus, proletariat of the 
gods, powerless and rebellious, knows the whole extent 
of his wretched condition: it is what he is thinking of 
during his descent.5 
 
Camus suggests it is in Sisyphus’ descent from the mountaintop, to begin this task anew, 
he becomes fully himself, perhaps crushed by his fate but also aware, and in knowing, 
liberated.  
 
All Sisyphus’ silent joy is contained therein. His fate 
belongs to him. His rock is his thing. Likewise, the absurd 
man, when he contemplates his torment, silences all the 
idols …6  
 
In silencing the idols – rebelling against divine and transcendent deliverance or nostalgic 
unity7 – Sisyphus engages in life knowing the only fate to which he is beholden is death, 
and all his toils before this end are his own. And in making them his own he navigates a 
path through meaninglessness.  
 
How then can the artist/filmmaker quiet the idols and make this silence their own? How can 
they embrace the absurd and in that lucidity create work that navigates a meaningless 
existence? These are the questions I address in this dissertation and through my art and 
film practice. In doing so, I take Camus’ lead and look for meaning amid torment and crisis 
while considering personal and subjective representations of meaning expressed through 
the medium of film and installation art practice. Why crisis? Because it is through crisis, 
conceived in the broadest context, from the banal to the traumatic, that certainty is stripped 
away and we are forced to confront a meaningless existence.  
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5 Ibid., 117. 
6 Ibid., 118-19. 
7 Ibid., 48-49. Nostelgic Unity refers to the human need to have a unified understanding of our place 
in the world. In this case unity is created through the rational or transcendent filling the space left 
vacant when the devine is disocunted. 
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Through this thesis and the resulting works I suggest that an engagement with crisis 
provides not only an insight into absurdity but also a pathway to negotiate 
meaninglessness through the agency of art and the act of exploring significance in the 
world. I further assert that the works I examine and create, achieve this goal by placing the 
spectator in a position of crisis, forcing them to engage with marginal states of being that 
make visible what is in the world but is not spoken of, “the absurd nature of existence”. It is 
from this position the spectator is asked to generate significance in the viewing, appraisal 
and apprehending of the work. Whatever that meaning is, it will come from the viewer; it 
will be always shifting and ephemeral, existing in a constant state of being and becoming 
within an absurd, liminal, unheimlich space. 
 
In the first chapter, Camus’ notion of absurdity and his “one truly serious philosophical 
problem… of whether life is or is not worth living”8 is used to frame this investigation, 
however the questions he asks are not those I intend to answer. Where Camus explores 
how to live, while acknowledging the difficulty of such ventures, I instead focus on the 
process and presentation of making sense and the experience of being in that world on an 
individual level.  As such I focused on the exploration of meaning amidst absurdity within 
an artistic and filmic framework. This idea has been explored in my written dissertation, 
through the films and art practice of David Lynch, Charlie Kaufman, Gregor Schneider and 
Anja-Liisa Ahtila as well as in my own independent film and art practice - a process led 
multi-channel video and sound installation and experimental documentary capable of being 
viewed on up to seven screens.  
 
The Betwixt and Between  
 
In chapter two I explore liminality, a phrase originally coined by the anthropologist Arnold 
van Gennep,9 in reference to traditional societies rites of passage, drawn from the Latin 
‘limen’ meaning threshold. The liminal refers to a transitional space that encompasses 
movement from the threshold of one state to another and occupies a position of marginality 
and paradox between these separate states. This idea was then taken up by anthropologist 
Victor Turner in The Forest of Symbols, which I draw on in the analysis and application of 
my practice, and in the text of this thesis. While the use of this term emerged in 
anthropology it has subsequently been taken up in the fine arts and broader humanities, 
and has become synonymous with a convergence of “becoming”, of “being”, or, as Alan Liu 
puts it, a place of “ “other” and “outside”…“inextricably intertwined with that which they are 
separated from”.10 I have attempted to place my own practice in this space and draw a 
correlation between Camus’ notion of absurdity, the confrontation with that process and 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
8 Ibid., 1. 
9 Victor Turner, Betwixt and Between: Liminal Period, The Forest of Symbols: Aspects of 
Ndembu Ritual (Ithica, NY: Cornell University Press, 1967), 94. 
10 Allison  Wright, "Liminal, Liminality " The University of Chicago, 2004, 
http://csmt.uchicago.edu/glossary2004/liminal.htm. 
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liminal ambiguity.  
 
This correlation is raised by David LaRocca who suggests in the introduction to The 
Philosophy of Charlie Kaufman that Kaufman, like many existential and continental 
philosophers, explores self, in relation to the “other” and feelings of alterity from oneself. He 
describes this feeling of “irreproachable distance from ones self”, presented in the works of 
Kaufman, as being “on the other side of a liminal space that can never be crossed”.11 In 
response, I suggest this impassable divide can be bridged - if only fleetingly - through 
creative works that knowingly engage with existential uncertainty within a liminal construct. 
It is in this space the artist and filmmaker is able to create works that, while being reflective 
of absurdity, point towards the possibility of meaning. More importantly, I will suggest this is 
possible because the liminal state is itself reflective of the human condition, of the search 
for meaning amidst meaninglessness, and of absurdity itself. 
 
On the Unhomely House 
 
Peter Klaus Schuster writes, in his essay about David Lynch “The Uncertain House”, for 
Lynch “houses are participants in human drama”… and that “houses and their inhabitants 
become identical,” as implied by the title of Lynch’s painting “Here I Am – Me as a 
House!”12 Schuster goes on to suggest that Lynch’s “ leitmotif like use of the house… is the 
metaphor for man’s existential as well as social insecurity” communicating to the viewer 
“you are at home nowhere, not even in your own home, not even in your own self”.13 It is 
this idea I explore in the third chapter, drawing on Dylan Trigg’s existential Phenomonolgy 
of the Uncanny, using the house as a metaphor and symbol of self and as a site of 
uncertainty in which the absurd is eluded and meaning precariously erected and 
overturned in the face of the uncanny.  
 
Freud’s investigation into the the unhiemlich has been of use in this endevour. The 
unhiemlich is often translated as uncanny but because of the ambiguity implicit in its 
meaning can also be rendered unhomely, unfamilar and uncertain (deriving from heimlich - 
homely and familiar). Interestingly, Freud unwittingly suggests the liminal, and hence the 
absurd, within the heimliech when he decribes it as a term that can mean “what is in the 
world but not spoken of” or “fear of the familiar”, and as such is suggestive of the 
unheimliech itself.14 By engaging with this liminal space between the heimlich and the 
unheimlich, I argue “what is in the world but not spoken of” and “fear of the familiar” is 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
11 David LaRocca, ed. The Philosophy of Charlie Kaufman, The Philosophy of Popular Culture 
(Lexington, KY: The University Press of Kentucky, 2011), 8. 
12 Peter-Klaus Schuster, "The Uncertain House: David Lynch in Hollywood," in David Lynch - Dark 
Splendor, ed. Werner Spies (Ostfildern, Germany: Hatje Cantz Verlag, 2010), 116. The title of this 
painting provided the inspiration for the title of this thesis.  
13 Ibid., 127.  
14 Sigmund Freud, "The Uncanny,"  http://web.mit.edu/allanmc/www/freud1.pdf. 
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implicit in all the works I examine. I go on to suggest “what is in the world but not spoken 
of”, is the absurdity itself. As part of this process I make use of Emily Hughes’ research, at 
the intersection of psychiatry and philosophy, in which she draws on a Heideggerian 
understanding of melancholia and anxiety through which the unhiemlich or uncanny is also 
made manifest.  
 
 
Figure 1. David Lynch, Here I am - Me as a house, 1990. Oil ink and mixed media, 107cm x 122 cm. 
 
Hughes explains… 
 
What happens in melancholia is there’s a disruption… to the 
way in which the world can matter… The way in which it can 
have significance and be meaningful is diminished, and … 
one finds oneself radically withdrawn from the world, so, 
isolated, alienated, feeling bewildered, and what Heidegger 
would call uncanny, which is unheimlich, feeling not at home 
in the world… 
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She goes on to suggest in this state: 
 
…The future can be closed off… [so] that lived time slows 
right down… to the extent that it comes to a standstill…[and] 
as such time becomes like an empty abstraction, once 
coherence and resonance with time breaks down.15 
 
This description of being in the world and being out of sync with ones self and time seems 
to perfectly correlate with the works of Ahtila, Kaufman, Lynch and Schneider, suggesting a 
liminal, and failed liminal response to crisis amidst absurdity. Exploring this understanding 
further in chapter four I suggest the filmic and artistic techniques employed by these artists 
are again consistent with a portrayal of crisis amidst absurdity, of the liminal, and the 
uncanny through which significance can again be approached. I further suggest these 
artists and filmmakers not only illustrate and interrogate this space but also cause the 
spectator to do likewise by placing them within the work asking them to engage with or 
elude and existence without meaning. 
 
 
Figure 2. Simon Baré, This is Me my House: Study (phase 1) Part 1, 2014 
 
 
 
 
 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
15 Emily J Hughes and Mathew Ratcliffe, Despair - a Philisophical Enquiry, podcast audio, The 
Philosophers Zone. Despair - A Philisophical Enquiry, 25 minutes 2014, 
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/philosopherszone/despair---a-philosophical-
enquiry/5768464. 
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Chapter One  
An Uncertain Thing 
 
As Lynch repeatedly tells us “the film is the thing”, the thing he created, that he will not 
explain, through which we are expected to navigate towards possible meaning(s). Camus 
likewise tells us Sisyphus “rock is his thing,”16 an object, like Lynch’s film, to be toiled with, 
then contemplated in descent, through which we can then frame existence in the face of 
absurdity.17   
 
In this chapter I discuss the things we create in an attempt to make sense of 
meaninglessness and how crisis, experienced in life, and represented in film and art and in 
our own personal narratives, forces one to engage with the absurd. I must state I do not 
engage with the existential or absurd to demonstrate a particular way of being that is 
authentic and free, other than to acknowledge that the absurd and the existential allows 
one to negotiate significance amidst meaninglessness.18 I instead consider how crisis is 
utilised, and forces one to acknowledge or elude absurdity, and how absurdity is made 
visible through absurd and absurdist forms. To do this I explore how these ideas are 
expressed in my own practice, Ahtila’s Talo and Kaufman’s . 
 
On Being in the World, Meaning, Crisis and Suicide 
 
What then is this thing we call meaning? Thaddeus Metz observes a “large majority of 
those writing on life's meaning deem talk of it centrally to indicate a positive final value that 
an individual's life can exhibit”.19  What that positive value amounts to however, depends 
upon the philosophical position from which judgment is made. Metz also suggests meaning 
has been argued for in “purposes that not only have a positive value, but also render life 
coherent and… intelligible” 20 and through which our “animal instincts” can be 
surmounted.21 Camus and other thinkers who engaged with meaning through the absurd 
and existential ask in response, ‘how can life have a positive value, coherence and 
intelligibility when there is no overarching meaning or unity to be found in existence’? This 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
16 Camus, The Myth of Sisyphus, 118-19. 
17 The thing is also an object of investigation for Jean Paul Sartre in his novel “Nausea”. In this novel 
Sartre’s absurdist hero Roquentin is overcome by nausea, by the meaninglessness of existence, an 
existence in which objects in the world and his relationship with them become unstable and in which 
“Things have broken free from their names” [and in which] “things can not be given names”.  Sartre’s 
“thing” is therefore not the same as Camus or Lynch’s. It is instead a crisis like response to absurdity, 
to meaninglessness, of being aware of being, and of being thrown out of time – an idea and experience 
I believe has more in common with absurdist tropes, failed liminality and the uncanny which I will 
discussed in the following chapters. If there is a correlation between Camus’ “thing” in Sartre’s thinking 
it is in his meaningful projects and not in ones experience of the world. 
18 Nor am I contesting the notion that their are other ways meaning can be approached or framed, or 
entering into a debate on the nature of such modes of thought or belief. 
19 Thaddeus Metz, "The Meaning of Life," The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 
http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/sum2013/entries/life-meaning. 
20 Ibid. 
21 Ibid. 
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is given voice in Camus’ “one truly serious philosophical problem” of ”whether life is or is 
not worth living”.22 When one views this question from an atheistic absurdist vantage point, 
as Camus does, the answer becomes crucially important, as answers are no longer easily 
got at, and so suicide provides a legitimate response to that question. 23 
 
Camus tells us the individual contemplates suicide when “the universe is suddenly divested 
of illusions and lights, [when he or she] feels an alien, a stranger…deprived of memory of a 
lost home or the hope of a promised land”.24 This occurs when the individual comes face to 
face with the absurd, through the repetitious nature of being that “inaugurates the impulse 
of consciousness” which can lead to the “definitive awakening” and the asking “why”?25 
This realisation can occur through ones acknowledgement of time and impending 
unavoidable death, in one’s alienation from the world, and in the recognition of one’s own 
“inhumanity”, of being other to oneself – and in the anxiety this awareness engenders.26  
While Camus ultimately rejects suicide in response to this awakening, he understands 
there is no “profound reason for living” but for the “habit” of living and the body and minds 
resistance “to annihilation”.27 Instead he suggests we should live with our eyes open to the 
absurd, rebelling against hope of divine salvation and the inclination to seek out unity 
where none exists. Kierkegaard, whose writings also explore the absurd, suggests in 
contrast a “leap of faith” when confronted by a meaningless existence. For Kierkegaard, 
the thought of a cosmos bereft of “eternal consciousness” is “empty and devoid of 
comfort”.28 The only solution: to have faith in an unknowable absurd, capricious god who 
may bring meaning in death where none existed in life, even if that belief is absurd in and 
of itself. In answer Camus tells us, “seeking what is true is not seeking what is desirable” 
and suggests “the absurd mind, rather than resigning itself to falsehood,” would willingly 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
22 Camus, The Myth of Sisyphus, 1. 
23	  Camus	  is	  often	  placed	  into	  the	  nihilist	  camp	  (by	  Thadeus	  Metz	  at	  http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/life-­‐
meaning/#Nat	  for	  example)	  when	  he	  argues	  life	  is	  without	  meaning.	  I	  would	  argue	  he	  does	  take	  a	  
position	  that	  posits	  positive	  value.	  Camus	  campaign	  against	  the	  death	  penalty	  is	  one	  example	  in	  which	  he	  
affirms	  a	  positive	  by	  opposing	  a	  negative.	  This	  positive	  value	  can	  also	  be	  seen	  in	  his	  embrace	  of	  nature	  
and	  the	  sensuality	  of	  	  sun	  and	  sea	  expressed	  in	  “The	  First	  Man”.	  	  Ronald	  Aronson	  also	  tells	  us	  Camus	  
argues	  in	  The	  Rebel	  “that	  revolt	  creates	  values,	  dignity,	  and	  solidarity”.	  and	  that	  “acting	  against	  
oppression	  entails	  having	  recourse	  to	  social	  values,	  and	  at	  the	  same	  time	  joining	  with	  others	  in	  
solidarity.”	  This	  is	  expressed	  in	  the	  statement	  “I	  revolt,	  therefore	  we	  are”.	  
(http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/camus/#MurRebReb)	  Meaningless	  for	  Camus	  is	  therefore	  not	  a	  
negative	  state	  but	  a	  state	  that	  that	  refuses	  rational	  purpose	  that	  still	  allows	  for	  	  ‘lower	  case	  ‘m’	  meaning’	  
for	  the	  individual	  and	  the	  collective.	  	  
24 Camus, The Myth of Sisyphus, 4-5. 
25 Ibid., 11. 
26 Ibid., 12-14.This alienation from the world and awareness of ones finitude suggests a 
Heideggerian recognition of the unheimlich which will be dealt with in chapter three. In short it is 
a realisation that world is not as we construct it but its own, existing as an alien thing that does 
not conform our understanding of it. Dylan Trigg’s "Memory of Place: A Phenomenology of the 
Uncanny" provides a useful exploration of these ideas. Camus also draws on Sartre's novel 
"Nausea" in his understanding of ones alienation from the world and “things” encountered in it.  
27 Ibid., 4, 6.  
28 Soren Kierkegaard, Fear and Trembling, trans. Alastair Hannay, Penguin Books - Great Ideas 
(Collins Street, Melbourne, Victoria: Penguin Group (Australia), 1843), 14. 
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acknowledge despair. 29  
 
Emily Joy Hughes takes a different position and suggests suicide should be viewed as a 
paradoxical attempt to reclaim significance rather than as an abrogation of absurdity. She 
posits that an individual thrown into the world in a state of despair is also thrown out of 
time, and as such their finitude (their impending but unforeseeable death) no longer 
becomes a realisable possibility. This finitude, Hughes argues, through Heidegger, allows 
the individual to orientate their life in the world, to find purpose in being and significance in 
their actions.30  When the possibility of death appears impossible the inclination to suicide 
becomes an act of reclaiming finitude and a desperate attempt to make one’s life 
meaningful again. 31 Matthew Ratcliffe, who is similarly interested in the conjunction 
between philosophy and psychology, stresses that it is important not to confuse being 
thrown into the world and out of time as an insight into the nature of reality.32 While I 
acknowledge the pain associated with such awareness, I would argue being thrown into 
the world and out of time can be used to help orientate ones self when experienced 
through the prism of the arts. This occurs because the spectator simultaneously 
experiences this from a position within the work, while being positioned outside of the work 
at the same time - an idea I will explore further in chapter four.  
 
On The Absurd and Absurdity 
 
If existence is without meaning, as the absurd and existential suggests, then how can 
meaning and significance be approached through art? Richard Deming argues in his 
essay, Living a Part, that “Kaufman’s film offer[s] a meditation on the means of 
representing things”. 33 He then suggests “representations are a part of some wider, some 
wilder earth that we cannot represent without diminishment and yet must represent in order 
to locate ourselves”34. For Camus, it is not the telling of the story or creation of the artwork 
that is of singular importance, but the lens through which the work and the world is viewed, 
presented and acknowledged. As such, he approaches his work through the absurd, 
presenting the experience of living in an indifferent universe in which, war, disaster, 
disease and chance can change the course of our lives without recourse to our hopes, 
aspirations or beliefs, in the space between longing and silence. It is this understanding of 
the absurd I am principally concerned with.  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
29 Camus, The Myth of Sisyphus, 39. 
30 Emily J Hughes, "Despair and the Impossibility of Death," Australasian Philosophy Postgraduate 
Conference, 2014, http://www.emilyjoyhughes.com/papers/. 
31 Ibid., 5-7.  Hughes is not however suggesting this is positive but argues this understanding may 
offer a new way of getting at despair that allows the psychiatrist to approach depression and help the 
subject reorientate themselves within time and to reclaim their finitude without recourse to suicide. 
32 Hughes and Ratcliffe, Despair - a Philisophical Enquiry. 
33 Richard Deming, "Living a Part: Synecdoche, New York, Metaphor, and the Problem of Skepticism," 
in The Philosophy of Charlie Kaufman, ed. David LaRocca (Lexington, KY: The University Press of 
Kentucky, 2011), 193. 
34 Ibid. 
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In The Plague, Camus’ second novel, absurdity is embodied in the human and 
administrative response to an epidemic in the small town of Oran, in his native Algeria. The 
resulting quarantine separating the town folk from their loved ones, from the routines of life, 
from the outside world and the ever present threat of an arbitrary death, embodies Camus’ 
exploration and presentation of the absurd. The absurdity Camus writes about is presented 
as it is experienced in the world, as a phenomenon to be observed, dissected and 
portrayed in a multiplicity of ways. This approach exists in contrast to much absurdist 
theatre, film, literature, and art, (along with its precedents dada, surrealism, and German 
expressionistic cinema) that presents the absurd as a genre or perhaps as a series of 
tropes used to signify absurdity within a broad theatrical and artistic tradition sometimes 
described as “the theatricalization of existentialism”.35 These tropes, while diverse in scope, 
are employed to illustrate a reaction to a meaningless existence and portray “characters in 
horrible situations performing… repetitive actions, [utilising] broad comedy with horrifying 
images [and] dialog full of platitudes, wordplay and nonsense.36  In these works “characters 
exist within [an absurd space] and embody [that reality]. Absurd things happen and they 
know not why. They desire to escape but know they cannot.”37 While Absurd things happen 
in Camus’s work he does not make use of broader absurd techniques. He does however 
appreciate their use in the work of others. This is evidenced in his essay on the works of 
Franz Kafka. In particular it is the “absence of ending”, “suggested explanations”…“not 
revealed in clear language” and Kafka’s portrayal of the “extraordinary” in the most natural 
of ways that Camus admired.38 It should be noted however that Camus did not think 
Kafka’s works absurd in their totality because many of them, including Metamorphous 
offered hope, which for Camus is akin to a “leap of faith”, an abrogation of absurdity and an 
act of philosophical suicide.39 This attitude to hope is explored in The Plague when Doctor 
Tarrou dies after selflessly caring for those infected by the contagion, ironically as the 
disease runs its course, and again when the Magistrate’s child is admitted to quarantine. In 
this instance the child is given an untested serum in an attempt to save him. To begin with 
the child rallies and lives on beyond expectation only to fade and die a more horrible death 
days later.40 In both instances Camus places us in a position of wanting the child and the 
doctor to live, but refuses to acquiesce to expectations. In dashing our hopes, he wants to 
liberate us, from looking for deliverance where none exists and to make existence our own 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
35 Dennis Kennedy, "The Oxford Companion to Theatre and Performance," Oxford University 
Press, 
http://www.oxfordreference.com.ezproxy2.library.usyd.edu.au/view/10.1093/acref/978019957419
3.001.0001/acref-9780199574193-e-15?rskey=fqAdSt&result=4. 
36 Martin Esslin, "Theatre of the Absurd," The Hudson Review 67, no. 4: 1-2. 
37 Kennedy, "The Oxford Companion to Theatre and Performance". 
38 Camus, The Myth of Sisyphus, 121,24. Camus sites the example of Gregor, in Metamorphosis, 
waking to discover he has transformed into an insect, showing next to no amazement at his 
condition, other than to worry about having overslept and being late for work. 
39 Ibid., 7, 129 -33. 
40 The Plague, trans. Robin Buss, Penguin Classics (Melbourne, Victoria: Penguin Group (Australia), 
1947), 163-69. 
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despite the futility of such endeavours.  
 
Absurdity in This Is Me My House  
 
How then has the absurd been explored and expressed in my practice through its various 
phases of development and realisation? Initially this creative practice was conceived of as 
three separate but interrelated works that included an experimental documentary, an 
absurdist drama and a multi-channel video installation that explored a liminal absurd 
junction. Instead what I have created is a feature-length multi-channel video and sound 
installation that juxtaposes documentary interviews with amorphous portraiture, music, 
soundscapes and out-of-focus imagery of abandoned, derelict and forgotten buildings and 
spaces. My initial plan was to use the stories I gathered in the documentary component to 
inform the development of the absurd drama and video installation. This process was 
however waylaid by the ethics approval for almost a full academic year becoming a 
Sisyphean burden in it’s own right. In this period, I read, explored locations, shot and edited 
test videos. When given approval, I interviewed six subjects exploring their encounters with 
crisis 41 and how it influenced their understanding of meaning in the face of apparent 
absurdity.  
 
These interviews reflect Camus’ primary understanding and use of the absurd as a real 
phenomenon experienced in the world, and chiefly concerned with seeking certainty where 
no certainty exist. This is reflected in the differing manifestations of my work This is Me, my 
House: Part 1-5 (phase 1) exhibited at Sydney College of the Arts in July 2014,42 and Part 
1-6 (phase 3), exhibited at the same location during the Postgraduate Examination show in 
September 2015.43 Both iterations of the work exist as a document and a collection of aural 
histories that engage with the issue of crisis amidst an absurd existence exploring 
absurdity as the space between longing and silence. The difference between my work and 
Camus’ resides in the particular telling of the stories and in the space between fiction and 
non-fiction. Camus’ fictional characters are used to highlight and differentiate alternative 
responses to the lived experience of absurdity in a gentle and non-judgemental fashion. My 
subjects likewise tell there stories on their own terms and are not asked to take a position 
on whether they accept the world to be absurd or not. They instead recount their 
experience of life during periods of disruption and turmoil, as they understood it. These 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
41 Described in my ethics application as existential encounters and experiences. 
42 Some Say You Can Find Happiness Here exhibition held at the Sydney College of the Arts 
Graduate School Gallery in July 2014. 
43 (phase 1) is a five channel video work 1 hour and 26 minutes long. It was installed with four 
video monitors, positioned on two opposing walls (with two monitors each, with a fifth channel 
projected onto a third wall between them. Each channel had its own sound track with different 
elements of the total sound track assigned to them. 
(phase 3) Is a six channel video and sound work entered around a built wooden structure. It runs 
at 1 hour and forty six minutes long. (phase 3) utilised five projectors, in a similar fashion to 
(phase 1) with the additional sixth channel and sound work housed beneath a floor and stairs 
structure positioned roughly between the other channels.  
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conversations also connect with Camus via his “one truly serious philosophical question” 
about the issue of suicide and of whether life was or not worth living.  
 
Amidst this group, four of the six subjects brought up the issue of suicide, or rather the 
feeling of not wanting to, or not knowing how to keep on being in the world as a 
consequence of and during their experiences of existential uncertainty.44   
 
One subject shared… 
 
The family we were brought up in, was headed by sort of 
a quite abusive father… I guess I witnessed a lot of 
violent abuse… particularly towards my brothers, and 
cruel emotional abuse towards my sister, and… sexual 
abuse towards my mother… 
…Needless to say, probably by the age of twelve I 
wanted to commit suicide and I vividly recall that feeling 
staying with me well into my twenties. 
(Interview Subject Two, Edited Elements, Nov 20 2013) 
 
The same subject however suggested, in contradiction of Camus, that suicide was not an 
act of resignation but an absolute right and an act of personal freedom.45 46   
 
These conversations also explored how these experiences were reflected in their 
relationship with, and understanding of, home/house, and by extension their own place in 
the world. Subject 6 communicated how his experience of cancer (also responsible for the 
death of his father, mother and sister) destabilised his relationship with his house (which he 
designed and built) and his understanding of being in the world.  
 
He described how during crisis…  
 
Your sense of house, your ideas of what was once a very 
stable house... gets washed away… because everything 
gets overturned. And during that experience when I had a 
crisis I found that all that light, all that possibility, all that 
potential, you find that a lot of that gets overturned, and 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
44 The research subjects were not asked to discuss suicide, but instead brought up the subject in the 
course of the interview themselves. 
45 It is also worth noting Camus’ position on suicide is born out of a world shaped by a religious 
understanding of existence, which he rallies against but is at the same time defined by. A world view 
further defined by disease (through his own experience of tuberculosis), economic depression, 
political instability, war and genocide.  
46 While this is a difficult position to negotiate it is increasingly relevant in a world in which euthanasia is 
similarly conceived and the space between these two words is redefined.  
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all of a sudden you can find yourself in a cave which can 
be quite dark and that house that was rich before, rich 
with potential and possibilities all of a sudden turns into a 
cave where you are just filled with darkness, and you 
search for light and meaning but all you find is loneliness, 
and darkness and despair.  
(Interview Subject Six, Edited Elements, Dec 2, 2013) 
 
As stated earlier Camus tells us the individual contemplates suicide when “the universe is 
suddenly divested of illusions and lights”,47 when the individual comes face to face with the 
absurd, through the repetitious nature of being 48, and in the acknowledgement of one’s 
impending unavoidable death, in one’s alienation from the world, and in the recognition of 
one’s own “inhumanity”, of being other to oneself – and in the anxiety this awareness 
engenders.49  50 
 
This is Me my House also invokes Camus’ absurd through its repetitious exploration of 
stories that while distinct in detail are yet similar in that they reflect the universal struggles 
of being alive. Just as each subject narrates their own encounters with absurdity they relive 
the experience and reflect on their ongoing struggles, just as Sisyphus relives and repeats 
his task for all eternity. Likewise these narratives are heard in This is Me my House in a 
linear form yet at the same time are repeated throughout the work, interrupting the primary 
narrative flow making it difficult for the spectator to discern which narrative strand they 
should be listened to at any given point, while making the actual act of listening a difficult 
task. 
 
The use of music also follows a similar repetitious path with one single two-minute piano 
track composed and performed by Cluny Edwards repeated, stretched and distorted into 
an unrecognisable form throughout the cycle of the work. This metaphorically mirror’s 
Sisyphus’ cyclic struggle in that the music is continually repeated just as Sisyphus’s task is 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
47 Camus, The Myth of Sisyphus, 4-5. 
48 Ibid., 11. 
49 Ibid., 12-14.This alienation from the world and awareness of ones finitude suggests a 
Heideggerian recognition of the unheimlich which will be dealt with in chapter three. In short it is 
a realisation that world is not as we construct it but its own, existing as an alien thing that does 
not conform our understanding of it. Dylan Trigg’s "Memory of Place: A Phenomenology of the 
Uncanny" provides a useful exploration of these ideas. Camus also draws on Sartre's novel 
"Nausea" in his understanding of ones alienation from the world and “things” encountered in it.  
50 To these stories I also add how my encounter with crisis met during and after the illness and 
death of my mother and sister, from different forms of brain cancer. This similarly resulted in 
feelings of de-synchronisation from time and place - influencing my interest and engagement 
with absurdity, the liminal and the unheimlich. The interview process also influenced my decision 
not to share my story, as this experience was already present in the interview narratives. I would 
suggest the sharing and representation of crisis in this work, as in life, illustrates that while we 
are alone in the world we are collectively conjoined through our experience of being, and of 
being thrown in and out of time. This conjunction I would submit, when acknowledged, allows 
one to find some surety and beauty amidst the uncertainty and terror of being.  
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repeated. This is also apparent in the looping of complete installation, which is suggestive 
of an eternity of repetition. In a similar way the distortion and transformation of the original 
music track renders the mathematical precision of the original composition incoherent and 
nonsensical. This idea is further developed in the later version of the work (phase 3) when 
the documentary video and audio are similarly treated. In this latter iteration of the work an 
addition video channel and sound work are added to the initial five channels of the initial 
installation. This new component, which I will discuss in more detail in the next chapters, 
was housed beneath a floor space, situated between the five projected channels and was 
composed of images and sound that were repeatedly rerecorded and refilmed. The new 
recordings were then projected and played and rerecorded until they to became 
incoherent, nonsensical and hence absurd.  
 
It is in this space that This is Me my House subtly strays into the domain of theatricalised 
existentialism. While this work will never be mistaken for a Beckett play or a Kaufmann film 
it does still explore the domain of the absurd using absurdist tropes and “the 
theatricalization of existentialism”51 but in a far less overt manner. The use of repetitive 
ambiguous (out of focus) imagery of abandoned and derelict buildings juxtaposed with the 
documentary narratives put the spectator in a position where they quite naturally seek a 
connection within the work and attempt to generate meaning. Yes the imagery provides a 
metaphoric representation of crisis in the buildings derelict and neglected states, but it also 
extracts them of purpose, context and significance and makes them alien spaces that resist 
the observer’s need for unity.52  I say this because these images were not shot or edited to 
reflect a particular narrative but are instead used randomly with the imagery doubled and 
tripled across five channels. While the spectator can find connectivity in the montage of 
images and sound this speaks to the need to seek unity where it does not necessarily 
exist. In a very small way this reflects the absurd nature of everyday life in which absurdity 
recedes from view until revealed amidst adversity. This use of repetition, itself an absurd 
trope, is further enhanced by splitting the narrative documentary content, between audio 
channels within the exhibition space, moving the dialogue randomly from one speaker to 
the next, forcing the spectator to navigate the images and sound as well as space in 
pursuit of coherence. This affect was particularly apparent in the exhibition of (phase 1) 
and accentuated when the media players used in the exhibition fell out of sync causing the 
narratives to become further de-synchronised. While this was an accident effect it 
prompted further experimentation in the second phase of the installation resulting in the 
audio work used (in phase 3).  
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
51 Kennedy, "The Oxford Companion to Theatre and Performance". 
52 Dylan Trigg writes about the tension that exists between the experience and memory of place, the 
changed nature of that place over time and the place itself as it exists as a thing in and of itself outside 
of human experience in his The Memory of Place. The locations in TIMMH however are largely space 
that are not connected with the interviewee or the spectator and are as such experienced as one of 
fictional nostalgia increasing this tension one degree further.  
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Talo (House) 
 
The experience of crisis, of being thrown out of time and the attendant nausea are implicitly 
explored in the installations of contemporary artist Eija-Liisa Ahtila. Adrian Searle tells us in 
his review of her 2002 Tate Modern show Real Characters Invented Worlds  “there is 
something troubling about Eija-Liisa Ahtila's films, videos and still photographs [and her 
stories] of ordinary humans suffering in her homeland of Finland”.53  He suggests “our 
anxiety about the real, and our confusions about where - and how - our mental lives meet 
the outer world, is… part of Ahtila's real subject”.54 This is clearly visible in Talo (2002) a 
multi-channel video included in Love is a Treasure. In this work, Ahtila explores true 
stories, real spaces and issues of relevance to a lived life, drawing on interviews with 
women who have experienced psychotic episodes. She translates and interprets their 
stories into a series of liminal55 fictional multi-channel installation and single channel film 
narratives. Within these works Ahtila employs absurd and uncanny tropes to convey the 
experience of crisis and of being thrown out of the time and the world - an experience akin 
to Sartre’s Roquentin in Nausea, except in this case the tram seat seems to be a dead 
donkey in actuality and not just a potential designation.  
 
Talo itself is the story of a Woman, played by Marjaana Maijala, who recounts her 
experience of a delusional episode in which the absurd and the uncanny impinge on the 
everyday. In this world, the car parked outside the house is mysteriously able to remain on, 
despite having been turned off. This instils a sense of dread in the protagonist – a fear that 
makes her believe the car will somehow invade her house and reality – which it indeed 
does, traversing the walls of the house in a miniaturised form.  
 
        
        Figure 3. Eija-Liisa Ahtila, Talo, 2002. Screen Capture. 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
53 Adrian Searle, "The Never-Ending Story," The Guardian. 30 April 2002 
http://www.theguardian.com/culture/2002/apr/30/artsfeatures1. 
54 Ibid. 
55 Liminal in the sense these works occupy a space between narrative film, documentary and video 
installation. 
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In this work, the absurd is evident in the “absence of endings”, “in suggested 
explanations”…“not revealed in clear language” and the portrayal of the “extraordinary” in 
the most natural of ways. Also present is a cyclical plot with the woman repeatedly driving 
to her house, parking and then walking inside only to be increasingly assailed by her an 
increasingly unsettling experience of the world. The uncanny, not dealt with in this chapter 
is also presented through the theatricalisation of absurdist but also in the woman’s 
assertion that the boundaries of time and space have broken down, and that the properties 
of things have becomes the same, and that she is in fact in more than one space in any 
given moment: at a restaurant hearing a paddleboat inside her head as if it is in the room, 
at home hearing her car turned on when it is off, or floating through the trees outside her 
house. Only by placing weights on her legs and by blocking out the light with black 
hangings can she be at ease, experiencing the sounds and images in her head without 
having the world make a cacophony of her existence. Again Roquentin’s nausea seems 
present amidst this uncanny experience exaggerating the main characters experience of 
the absurd.  
 
While Talo’s use of the absurd seems to draw on theatricalised tropes it is worth noting that 
Ahtila portrays the world as it is experienced for a particular individual through the prism of 
mental illness utilising the actual experience of absurdity and not just using its signifiers as 
a creative device. As such Ahtila’s work manifests Camus’ understanding of the absurd 
and with it my own.  
 
 
Figure 4. Anja-Liisa Ahtila, Talo, 2002, Exhibition Photograph. 
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On the Suffering of Being  
 
While Ahtila approaches the absurd through the prism of real life, Kaufman explores 
meaning, the creative process, and the human condition through a broader absurdist lens, 
with the works of Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, Kafka and Proust often referenced in his films. In 
Synecdoche New York, this exploration is simultaneously intimate and monumental, 
reflecting the protagonists theatrical objective to “to get at life, to be” “true” and honest and 
tough”56 by replicating the world and the conditions in which it and we exist.57 In doing so 
Kaufman inadvertently asks, as does Camus, if life is worth living and if so how is it to be 
made sense of.  
 
In this film Kaufman’s protagonist, Caden Cotard, played by Phillip Seymour Hoffman, is 
the director/creator of this grand theatrical work, for which an actual suburb is recreated as 
a set in a giant New York City warehouse. Within this set Caden builds even more 
warehouses in which he duplicates the primary theatre production, and the lives portrayed 
within – somewhat like a suburban Russian doll. In this world reality is not only doubled but 
quadrupled, with time, reality, theatrical performance, dreams and fantasies intermingled 
so the audience can never be sure which reality they are in at any given time. Through 
these repetitive and overlapping artistic endeavours, Caden and Kaufman attempt to make 
sense of life, through its frustrations, futility, tragedy and loss, or more succinctly through 
the anxiety, melancholy and despair it engenders.  
 
 
Figure 5. Charlie Kaufman, Synecdoche New York, 2008. Screen Capture. 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
56 Deming, "Living a Part: Synecdoche, New York, Metaphor, and the Problem of Skepticism," 201. 
Caden mirrors Sartre's Roquentin in the writing of his story "which could never have happened"... that 
would be "beautiful and hard as steel and make people ashamed of their existence". Jean-Paul 
Sartre, Nausea, trans. Robert Baldwick (Melbourne, Victoria: Penguine group (Australia), 1938), 252. 
57 So much has already been made of the title in reviews and film and philosophical writings that it 
seems unnecessary to repeat it in the main text above, but for the sake of clarity here we go. A 
synecdoche is a figure of speech in which a part is used to denote the whole, or vice versa. For 
example wheels for a car, willow for a cricket bat, the law for the police. There is also another play on 
words here between synecdoche and Schenectady, an actual suburb where the main character lives, 
and much of the film takes place.  
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In having actors play out his experience of the world and in having a secondary and a third 
cast play out the same experience of the world, Caden quite actively others himself from 
himself while exploring his own awareness of being. The more he examines the world, the 
more he cuts himself off from it. The more he expands his project, the more life eludes him 
because his creative worlds are defined by his singular experience and as such he negates 
the shared experience of the thousands of people who populate his creative vision. As 
such Caden’s ambition to get at life is doomed to fail as all attempts at unity will fail amidst 
absurdity. What Caden does instead, is compound absurdity, as if he, and Kaufman, were 
channelling Beckett’s understanding of life as a process of habit adaption and suffering that 
can only end with death.58 Again Caden and his ensemble operate as if they are characters 
in a Beckett play - endlessly and trudging through life, moving forward but never getting to 
where they are going.  
 
Central to Beckett’s creative vision is an understanding of life as being bound up with the 
process of negotiating crisis. He tells us… 
 
… The periods of transition that separate consecutive 
adaptations …represent the perilous zones in the life of 
the individual, dangerous, precarious, painful, mysterious 
and fertile, when for a moment the boredom of living is 
replaced by the suffering of being.59  
   
This idea is clearly played out in Caden’s journey in almost every aspect of his life, in his 
health, his psychology, his relationships with his wives, his child, his cast and his own 
creative endeavours. In one instance, Caden’s suffering becomes so great he attempts 
suicide. The motivation, a chance encounter with Hazel, played by Samantha Morton, a 
woman with whom he had a brief affair in the past. Having chosen not to be in a 
relationship with her, Caden now recognises the foregone possibility of a happy life shared 
with her and in so doing, despairs. This recognition mirrors Kierkegaard’s thinking on 
freedom and the difficulty of choosing, through which anxiety is explained as “symptom of 
ones awareness of possibility”60. In this case, Caden is forced to acknowledge the 
decisions he regrets - simultaneously raising the issue of melancholy and despair 
alongside those of anxiety - and his inability to adapt and embrace a different path.  
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
58 Samuel Beckett, Proust (New York: Grove Press Inc, 1957), 7-11. 
59 Ibid., 8. 
60 David LaRocca, "Inconclusive Postscript" Late Remarks on Kerkegaard and Kaufman," in The 
Philosophy of Charlie Kaufman, ed. David LaRocca (Lexington, KY: Lexington, Kentucky, 2011), 270. 
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Figure 6. Charlie Kaufman, Synecdoche New York, 2008. Screen Capture. 
 
While Caden fails in his attempted suicide, Jimmy, played by Tom Noonan, (who shadows 
Caden throughout the film, and acts Caden’s part within the primary play) does succeed in 
killing himself – and again for the love of the now divorced Hazel. This time it is not despair 
at a past choice that motivates Jimmy’s suicide, but Caden’s coming between him and 
Hazel, romantically. While his feelings could be argued derive from Jimmy’s anxiety for the 
future, they also derive from playing a part, at not being seen for who he is or having his 
own suffering recognised. In playing Caden and becoming so involved in this character 
exploration, Jimmy has like Caden othered himself from himself and in essence been 
denied the possibility of an authentic existence and significance. Horrified by Jimmy’s 
suicide, Caden rages at his dead double unable to understand why he didn’t follow the 
script – dying, when he did not. And of course this is the point of Camus’ work, Kaufman’s 
film, and this thesis. Life does not follow a script and it is this longing for certainty that leads 
us to try and frame the world through more certain eyes, eluding absurdity with fanciful 
constructions, or altogether through suicide.61  
 
In committing suicide, Jimmy causes Caden to question the viability of his work and his 
inability to realise his goals, to get at life, to be “true” and honest and “tough”. 62  
During this crisis of confidence, Caden relinquishes control of the project to Millicent 
Weems, played by Dianne Wiest, and the work becomes imbued with another perspective 
and the possibility of significance amidst absurdity. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
61 As an aside it is worth noting how Phillip Seymour Hoffman’s brilliant career and tragic death, in 
2014, illustrate an absurd existence, in which Camus’ “one truly serious philosophical question” of 
whether life is or is not worth living seems more pertinent than ever – and with it makes Kaufman’s film 
a searing investigation into the nature of being. How could a man so adept at portraying and exploring 
the everyday frailties of human existence be so out of his depth and so lost when faced with the 
realities of his own life? How heavy the rock he carried, how torturous the contemplation of his torment, 
and at what cost the silencing of those clamouring idols?  
62 It is worth noting Jimmy's death is not the only suicide in this film. In the eraly stages of the film 
Caden directs a production of Auther Miller's Death of a Sales Man in which of course Willy Lomax 
takes his own life. 
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Figure 7. Charlie Kaufman, Synecdoche New York, 2008. Screen Capture. 
 
This first becomes apparent in a funeral scene directed by Weems in which the actor 
playing the minister tells us … 
 
And they say there is no fate, but there is, it is what you 
create. And even though the world goes on for eons and 
eons, you are only here for a fraction, of a fraction of a 
second. Most of your time is spent being dead or not yet 
born. But while alive you wait in vain, waiting years for a 
phone call, or a letter, or a look, from someone, or 
something, to make it all right, but it never comes, or it 
seems to but it doesn’t really. So you spend your time in 
vague regret, or vaguer hope that something good will 
come along, something to make you feel connected, 
something to make you feel whole, something to make 
you feel loved. And the truth is I feel so angry, and the 
truth is I feel so fucking sad, and the truth is I felt so 
fucking hurt for so fucking long, and for just as long I’ve 
been pretending I’ve been feeling ok, just to get along, 
just for… I don’t know why... maybe because no one 
wants to hear about my misery… because they have 
their own. Well fuck everybody. Amen.63 
 
In this soliloquy Kaufman gets at the heart of this work, what Caden has missed until now 
despite knowing it and what Camus is saying about the world, of our place in it and in so 
doing echoes his words…  
 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
63 Charlie Kaufman, Synecdoche, New York (Sony Picture Classics, 2008), DVD. 
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If this myth is tragic it is because its hero is conscious. 
Where would his torture be, indeed, if at every step the 
hope of succeeding upheld him…? Sisyphus, proletariat 
of the gods, powerless and rebellious, knows the whole 
extent of his wretched condition [And all his] silent joy is 
contained therein. His fate belongs to him…64  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
64 Camus, The Myth of Sisyphus, 117-19. 
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Chapter Two 
On the Threshold  
 
In this chapter I approach the seemingly paradoxical position of navigating meaning amidst 
meaninglessness, by proposing that significance can be approached, if only fleetingly, 
through an engagement with uncertainty within a liminal framework.  
 
I do this by exploring traditional understandings of the liminal as a site of meaning creation 
and reorientation in the face of crisis. I also suggest the liminal is intrinsically connected 
with the absurd, partly because it has become so diversely interpreted that any state, 
situation, or phenomenon can be deemed liminal, rendering the term meaningless and 
hence absurd. As part of this process I examine how David Lynch’s Mulholland Drive and 
Gregor Schneider’s installation The Familie Schneider occupy a liminal/absurd position. I 
also counter arguments by the academic/filmmaker Michael Daye, who suggests Lynch’s 
work only appears absurd and is instead liminal. In the main I agree with Daye that Lynch’s 
film work correlates with the liminal, however I argue his understanding of absurdity, his 
ignoring the part crisis plays as a driver within this transitory space, and his lack of 
engagement with failed liminal states, prevents him from seeing the absurd embedded 
within the liminal. Finally I will examine how this conjecture of the liminal and absurd is 
expressed in my practice and its evolution. 
 
From One Position to Another: Traversing the Liminal Space. 
 
As has already been stated the concept of liminality comes to us through the 
anthropological writings of Arnold van Gennep, concerning rites of passage, and again 
through Victor Turner who expanded the liminal into the realms of generalised ritual and 
social performativity. In the Forest of Symbols Turner tells us the liminal space is that in 
which the individual moves from one state of being to another. He explains, “if our basic 
model of society is that of “structured positions, ”we must regard the period of margins or 
“liminality” as an interstructural situation”…. and that “such rites indicate and constitute 
transitions between states”. 65 These transitions can include changes in ‘legal position, 
status, profession, office, calling and degree, as well as marital status, movement between 
age groupings, physical, mental and emotional conditions, and even states of war, disease, 
and other disruptions to the everyday nature of society or one’s personal life. In short, 
Turner illustrates how the liminal state within traditional culture and ceremonial practice is 
used to impart knowledge and help define and redefine ones place and purpose in the 
world, and in so doing impart significance and meaning to the every day.  
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
65 Turner, Betwixt and Between: Liminal Period, 95. 
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Figure 8. Simon Baré, This is Me my House: Study (phase 1) Part 1, 2014. 
 
Central to this process is the individual’s separation from past, place and position within 
community to undergo this transition. As such the individual becomes invisible to traditional 
structure of society as if they were dead, diseased or in a state of menstruation and are 
placed in a position of “ambiguity and paradox”…  and in a state of “physical but not social 
“reality”.66 In the case of a boy being initiated into manhood in a traditional society, this 
ambiguity and paradox is more specific, placing the initiate in a space of becoming not 
boy/not man from which he will emerge changed. It is in this state of ambiguous paradox I 
see a clear correlation with Camus’ “wild longing for clarity” 67 and the indifferent silence of 
the universe. Therefore the liminal state at it’s simplest is the space in which the individual 
and society confront and attempt to fill this void.  
 
This connection is again accentuated by Turner, who notes in instances in which an 
individual or social grouping undergo a liminal transition, such as during an initiation, the 
change from one state to another is defined through crisis and “life crisis rituals” that 
accompany these changes. This relationship to crisis can therefore be correlated with 
states of flux and existential uncertainty experienced in traditional societies and the modern 
world. As has previously been stated it is through crisis, through “periods of transition… 
when for a moment the boredom of living is replaced by the suffering of being” 68 that 
absurdity is revealed. So in one instance crisis reveals absurdity and in the other liminality 
helps one process and accommodate crisis into a new understanding of the world. This 
simple correlation I believe is key to understanding the interrelationship between the 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
66 R Barton Palmer, "The Divided Self and the Dark City: Film Noir and Liminality," Symplokē 15, no. 
1-2 (2007): 70. 
67 Camus, The Myth of Sisyphus, 20.  
68  ibid., 118; "Proust (Beckett Essay)," Wikipedia, 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proust_%28Beckett_essay%29. 
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absurd and the liminal present in my practice. 
 
Another correlation can be found in the liminal space of traditional ritual in which the initiate 
encounters guides and tricksters that are often “disproportion[ate and] monstrousness [in 
their form and in the] mystery they embody, in which the "exaggerated feature is made into 
an object of reflection".69 Turner tells us the monstrousness is used specifically to 
differentiate associations and to create new ways of seeing the world or cultural structures 
to make the neophyte reflect on the nature of things.70  Similarly this idea can also be found 
in “the theatricalization of existentialism”.71 While it is true absurdist works do not use 
guides they do however place their “characters [in] horrible situations performing… 
repetitive actions… with horrifying images”72 that similarly illustrate to the audience and 
perhaps the character in the novel, play or film the meaningless of existence, causing them 
to reflect on the nature of things. This can be seen in Roquentin’s encounter with nausea in 
Sartre’s novel, in Gregor’s metamorphosis into an insect in Kafka’s short story of the same 
name, and also when the diners at Winkies encounter the Man (who is in fact a woman) 
behind the dumpster in Mulholland Drive.  
 
This monstrousness also reminds the neophyte of the possibility that they may fail to attain 
transition from one state into the next and as a consequence find themselves caught in a 
limbo-like state excluded from full cultural participation in their society. To illustrate this 
point Turner uses the example of grown Ndembu men who had been circumcised 
incorrectly at the “Mission Hospital being driven away before circumcision ceremonies… 
because and had not undergone the full bush seclusion according to orthodox rites.” 73 In 
being excluded from society these individuals are placed in an ambiguous and failed state 
of being in which they are trapped in an “essentially unstructured” state, de-constructured 
and prestructured, from which they will most likely never emerge. As such they are 
permanently othered from the cultural life of their communities and treated as deformed 
and monstrous creatures for ever more. While, in contrast, the correctly transformed 
neophyte is brought into contact with the "deity or with the superhuman" (or the shadow 
self) "regarded as the unbounded, the infinite, the limitless" and integrated into the ongoing 
life of their community.74 In many ways this limbo-like position is relevant to the works I 
examine in this thesis especially the films of David Lynch in which many of his characters 
do not transition from one state to another, and are excluded from the cultural life of their 
societies, and as such are forever lost to despair, delusion and death.  
 
This displacement within the traditional social structure can also occur when individuals fail 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
69 Turner, Betwixt and Between: Liminal Period, 102 -04. 
70 Ibid., 104 -05.  
71 Kennedy, "The Oxford Companion to Theatre and Performance". 
72 Esslin, "Theatre of the Absurd," 1-2. 
73 Turner, Betwixt and Between: Liminal Period, 97-98. 
74 Ibid., 98. 
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to remember or perform the correct rituals for ancestor spirits. As a consequence these 
individual suffer illness and misfortune caused by the ancestor spirit and must undergo  
 “rituals of affliction” to be cured. During these rituals the suffering individual is subjected to 
curative practice that involves the participation of the afflicting spirits responsible for the 
subject’s condition in the first place. This occurs because the afflicting spirits contain within 
themselves the cure as well as the affliction, bringing the world back into order where 
before there was flux. Once cured the individual then becomes minor doctors able to 
participate in curing others so afflicted.  
 
This presence of the supernatural amidst the liminal raises the question of how the liminal 
should be negotiated in a modern secular society where rituals and transitional periods are 
generally not viewed from a paranormal position. Aware of this issue Turner coined the 
term liminoid to define rites that appeared to derive from traditional liminal practice or 
shared qualities derived from such practices.75 The liminoid has been used to discuss the 
attendance of sporting events, concerts, political rallies and state funerals and other ritual 
and performative-like events. J Lowell Lewis however suggests the term liminoid should in 
fact be replaced with the term ritual-like, an idea that could have clear correlation with how 
film and art are viewed and experienced.76 This is evident when Michael Daye argues 
through Mircea Eliade that cinemas and theatres, and I would suggest immersive art works, 
can be approached as sacred spaces dedicated to “the presentation of ‘other’ 
realities…[that] can be viewed as providing orientation, akin to other sacred spaces”. 77 
While such beliefs are rejected by Camus I suggest the liminal is still relevant because it 
expresses the human need to seek out certainty amidst silence. As such it the process of 
seeking that is of more importance, even if the certainty gained is itself ephemeral.  
 
Another approach to the liminal/liminoid divide has emerged in the academic and artistic 
worlds at a remove from traditional anthropology and performance studies. This approach 
has allowed for a more complex understanding drawing on the invocation of ambiguity and 
paradox that expands the liminal into almost every sphere, detaching it from ritual and 
redefining it as a space of ongoing and amorphous meaning creation and choice-making.78 
In the world of the arts and literature the space between the reader and the writer, the 
creator of a movie or work of art and the viewer, can also be cast as liminal spaces 
“positioned on the border between what is and what might be” because it offers “access to 
alternative worlds”.79 On this “border between what is and what might be”, I am also 
reminded of Kierkegaard’s anxiety of choice, in the choosing between a myriad of possible 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
75 Graham St John, "An Introduction," in Victor Turner and Contemporary Cultural Performance, ed. 
Graham St John (New York: Berghahn Books, 2008). 
76 Ibid., 14. 
77 Michael  Daye, "'Light the Cigarette, Fold Back the Silk': Defining David Lynch as a Liminal Film-
Maker," Filmint 11, no. 6 (2013): 129. 
78 St John, "An Introduction," 14. 
79 Ibid., 15.  
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paths, never knowing what the outcome of choosing will be and what will be forgone. This I 
would suggest imbues the liminal possibility of being and becoming with anxiety and 
nausea, further conflating the liminal with the absurd. 
 
The liminal has also been further explored simply as a period or place of transition. As a 
consequence standing at the shoreline between the sea and land, on the edge of a cliff or 
witnessing sunrise and sunset can now be viewed as liminal. Dylan Trigg also invokes the 
liminal and the threshold space in his philosophy by describing petrol stations, airports and 
other such locations as “in-between place”.80 It is worth noting within these amorphous 
approaches to the liminal, in which any between positions can become liminal, it follows 
that everything can be read as liminal in some sense, including life, meaning and absurdity. 
In the Forest Of Symbols, Turner raises this possibility by referring to the work of Lloyd 
Warner who suggest the most prominent rites of passage accompany “the movement of a 
man through his lifetime, from a fixed placental placement, within his mother’s womb to his 
death and ultimate fixed point of the his tombstone.”81 This again suggests a further 
possibility, that absurdity is itself a liminal/marginal state between two fixed states – before 
being born and not being alive – that can in turn be rendered before absurdity and after 
absurdity. 
 
 
Figure 9. Simon Baré, This is Me my House: Study (phase 1), 2014. 
 
 
 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
80	  Dylan	  Trigg,	  The	  Memory	  of	  Place:	  A	  Phenomonology	  of	  the	  Uncanny	  (Athens,	  OH:	  Ohio	  University	  
Press,	  2012),	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81 Camus, The Myth of Sisyphus, 1. 
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Mulholland Drive: On the Threshold of Elusion  
 
As Turner tells us the liminal space is one in which the individual moves from one state of 
being to another in a position of, and through a space, defined by “ambiguity and 
paradox”.82  This peripheral space and identity I would argue is frequently explored in the 
film and artworks of David Lynch. In Mulholland Drive, for example the character of Betty, 
played by Naomi Watts, comes to Hollywood to pursue her dream of becoming a movie 
star. On her first night in Los Angeles she finds a beautiful amnesiac, played by Laura 
Harring, in her aunt’s apartment. The woman has no memory of how she got there or who 
she is, but names herself Rita from a Rita Hayworth Sunset Boulevard poster on the 
apartment wall. All she knows is that she is in danger but from what she cannot say – with 
the only clue to Rita’s identity a strange blue key and handbag full of cash. Intrigued Betty 
decides to help Rita discover her true identity and rescue her from whatever danger she is 
in.  
 
Two thirds of the way through the film Betty realises she is in love with Rita, and Rita with 
her and it is through this realisation and its consummation the boundaries between reality 
and fantasy become unhinged, culminating in a midnight visit to the mysterious and liminal 
space Club Silencio. While at the club Betty and Rita watch a performance that suggests 
fantasy is at the root of all we, and they, have experienced. While in this liminal-like space 
they discover a mysterious blue box that can be opened with Rita’s key and once opened 
their reality is transformed into something altogether different. In this new reality Betty 
becomes Diane, who we have already seen dead in her apartment. She, like Betty, is an 
aspiring actress though not living her dream. She has drug problems, works diners and 
possibly prostitutes herself to make ends meet. To make matters worse Diane has been 
jilted by her lover Camilla, for a movie director she is about to marry. Jennifer McMahon 
tells us “the dominant plot of Mulholland Drive represents the delicate web of self-deception 
that Diane creates to shield herself from her own obscurity and loss of romantic centrality”. 
However instead of protecting her from this reality “the brutal facts of her life break through 
the architecture of her illusion, and Diane’s beautiful lie – and ultimately Diane herself – 
succumb to the pressure of absurdity” and ‘the suffering of being’ so unbearable she must 
take her own life.83   
 
In this film both the characters and audience experience the liminal and are separated from 
the world, and placed in a position of marginality. For the audience this occurs simply by 
entering the physical space of the cinema and by engaging with a work that transgresses 
the boundaries of normative narrative cinema. In this space Lynch makes it difficult for the 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
82 Palmer, "The Divided Self and the Dark City: Film Noir and Liminality," 70. 
83 Jennifer McMahon, "City of Bad Dreams: Bad Faith in Mulholland Drive," in The Phillosophy of David 
Lynch, ed. William J Devlin and Shai Biderman (Lexington, KY: The University Press of Kentucky, 
2011), 118. 
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audience to discern where the boundary between the real and imagined resides. They are 
therefore placed in a strange limbo-like state that offers no discernible narrative finitude or 
positive ideal transformation. What the audience and the characters in the film experience 
instead is a failed and incomplete liminal state revealing narrative illusion, elusion and an 
absurd existence.  
 
Michael Daye however tells us the disruption of prescribed relationships and expectation 
and the use of “ambiguity and paradox” is a feature that allows Lynch to present narratively 
incomplete films that encourage the audience to posit meaning where they see fit, in 
opposition to absurdity in which, meaning is impossible84. While I agree with much of 
Michael Daye ’s thesis, I do not accept the position that Lynch’s works only appear absurd 
and that meaning is impossible within meaninglessness. As I argued in the previous 
chapter it is not true as Daye suggests that absurdity does not allow for the creation of 
meaning.  Absurdity discounts meaning with a capital M, meaning emanating from on high 
and implicit in all existence or as a transcendent leap. It does not however discount 
meaning with a lowercase m generated in our daily toil, in our relationships with others or in 
our acknowledgment of an absurd existence.  
 
As has already been observed, the individual during the liminal process becomes invisible 
to traditional structures of society and exists in a position of “ambiguity and paradox” and in 
a state of “physical but not social reality” akin to death.85 This is clearly apparent in 
Mulholland Drive in which Diane enters into a transitional state, before the beginning of the 
film, escaping her own desperate reality. This happens in several ways, with Diane 
becoming invisible to her ex-lover at the culmination of their relationship. However, more 
importantly, Diane becomes invisible to herself through fantasy, taking on the Betty 
persona. Diane is therefore the marginal space in which the film takes place, alongside the 
cinematic liminal space we enter as viewers. Betty, her world and the characters that 
inhabit it are as such conjured up from Diane’s imagination in a reconfiguring of reality. 
 
In this state Diane becomes Not Diane/Betty and it is in this configuration we discover a 
fatal flaw. That Diane does not progress from one fixed state to another and as such 
instead fails to become something new. So when she seemingly remerges from the 
margins into her real life, she in fact remains in a position of “ambiguity and paradox”. As 
such Diane continues to be an ostracised and failed transitional figure, no longer able to 
fully participate in the rituals and structures of society, let alone occupy her previous 
identity.  
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
84 Turner, Betwixt and Between: Liminal Period, 97-98. 
85 Daye, "'Light the Cigarette, Fold Back the Silk': Defining David Lynch as a Liminal Film-Maker," 
35. 
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Figure 10. David Lynch, Mulholland Drive, 2001, Screen Capture Image 
 
Michael Daye sees Diane’s passage from reality into fantasy and back to reality as 
transformation complete, illustrating the costs of self-delusion and fantasy for the audience. 
This does not however take into account Diane’s experience of transition or the drivers that 
put her in this position – a response to crisis amidst absurdity. This occurs because Daye 
categorises the absurd as a genre and as a series of tropes, to be ticked off and 
reinterpreted. What he fails to take into account is how absurdity is experienced as a 
phenomenon in the world. In Diane’s world her dream of becoming a movie star and living 
with the woman she loves ends in crisis, and with it the meaning in her life – a meaning she 
will do anything to hold onto including having her ex-lover murdered. Diane does not 
therefore escape into fantasy to be liminally transformed but to escape her own 
insignificance pursued by her own shadow-self. When this fantasy collapses Diane is 
forced to return to an existence she is unwilling to accept or acknowledge, in which she 
remains defined by her marginality as a failed liminal passenger. As such she takes her 
own life rather than reconcile herself to an absurd existence or in attempting to become 
something new. The transformative path posited in the liminal is therefore nowhere to be 
seen in Michael Daye’s analysis if you judge Diane’s journey as incomplete and of equal 
importance to that experienced by the audience.  
 
In the case of Mulholland Drive Daye identifies the liminal in Lynch’s practice, in his asking 
the audience to find meaning where we will, and in revealing two realities, allegorical and 
real, encapsulated within a third liminal understanding of the whole.86 Again this works for 
the audience but not for the characters within the work. When you look at Michael Daye’s 
analysis of Lynch’s works it is apparent the characters’ liminal journey is of significance. He 
makes this clear in citing John Merricks journey in The Elephant Man from the state of a 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
86 Ibid., 29. 
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sideshow freak excluded from “man’s spiritual struggle… to a state in which he seems to 
attain ‘enlightenment’ and goodness, despite still retaining the frightening exterior that had 
classified him as evil.”87 It could be argued Diane appears to find peace in death with her 
murdered lover but again this mirrors Diane’s original eluding of absurdity and can’t be 
credited. Perhaps Diane is, as Hughes suggests, reclaiming finitude in a desperate attempt 
to make her life meaningful.  
 
In Between The Familie Schneider  
 
In Mulholland Drive, the world we see is Diane’s imagined liminal home. Her alter ego Betty 
is constructed in response to absurdity and an unwillingness to acknowledge the reality of 
her situation. The German installation artist, Gregor Schneider also explores the absurd 
liminal conjuncture but approaches them in a very different way. Schneider’s installations 
are cinema-like immersive spaces that are entered into in small groups or individually. 
These spaces are not however imagined or projected realities but actual physical spaces 
located in the world. They often take the form of a real structure, institution or house 
reconfigured within the frame of the original structure - mirroring Cadan Cotard’s 
reconstruction of a city suburb of New York within the confines of Synecdoche New York. 
These structures are highly liminal and suggestive of ritual-like spaces in that once they are 
entered, they isolate the spectator from the outside world and bring them into contact with 
an understanding of being in the world they would not usually encounter.   
 
The Familie Schneider first shown in Whitechapel, London in 2004 is a good example of 
this. The work situated in two identical row houses, decorated, soundscaped and populated 
in exactly the same way was only able to be viewed by appointment, with one visitor given 
entry at a time, for a twenty-minute period.  Adrian Searle who reviewed this work for the 
Guardian described the restructured nature of reality experienced in this work and in so 
doing suggested the ambiguity and paradox that lies at the heart of the liminal space.  
 
He recounts: 
 
It is difficult to treat this work as illusion, even a theatrical 
illusion. Existing on an equal level with reality, it becomes a 
reality in itself. I have to keep reminding myself that this is an 
artwork, as much as I also try to convince myself that I am not a 
ghost walking invisibly through a living tragedy.  88 
 
Within one house a woman stands at the sink washing dishes, drying them, putting them 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
87 Ibid., 31. 
88 Adrian Searle, "Broken Homes," The Guardian. 5 October 2012, 
http://www.theguardian.com/culture/2004/oct/05/2. 
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away in banal repetitive movements. On the floor of an upstairs bedroom a dwarf lies on 
the floor like a corpse covered with a black plastic garbage bag, legs protruding. When the 
viewer moves from one house to the other, they find the same figures in the same space 
doing the same activity creating an uncanny effect – because these are in fact not the 
same players but twins and doubles.  
 
Searle describes how difficult it is to traverse the crushing ordinary awfulness of the space, 
made the worse for being experienced twice over. 
 
Standing in the bath is a naked man, blurry and pallid 
behind the transparent shower curtain. Turned away and 
leaning over himself, he is masturbating vigorously, 
breathing hard. In this vertiginous moment, it is somehow 
easier to think that this is a picture rather than a shocking 
reality. I think suddenly of Francis Bacon. Some stories are 
easier to tell, while there are others so unconscionable that 
one's imagination swerves away from them, so as to 
defend one against them. 89 
 
Michael Daye categorises Lynch’s work as liminal because of his willingness to construct 
worlds and characters that “sit on the boundary of reality and fantasy…[in which they and 
we] struggle to differentiate between the two”. 90 This is clearly evident in the Familie 
Schneider. The visitor in this work is taken into a liminal space in which doubling is used to 
reveal an absurd anxiety filled existence normally hidden from view. This experience 
causes the viewer to question their understanding of the world, of the work, and to wonder 
where the boundary between art, fantasy and reality sits. 
 
 
Figure 11. Gregor Schneider, The Familie Schneider, 2004  
 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
89 Daye, "'Light the Cigarette, Fold Back the Silk': Defining David Lynch as a Liminal Film-Maker," 25. 
90 Searle, "Broken Homes". 
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What Schneider is doing in this work is commenting on the uniform capsulised repetitive 
modern world many of us inhabit, but to do so he has had to shift boundaries and take us 
into a marginal space to make that reality visible. The process of moving from one state to 
another, from the real world into the artwork, and then back into the real world, somehow 
changed, clearly connects this work to liminal and transformative. This process of 
connection is achieved by presenting a world that induces crisis, anxiety and dread, and in 
doing so opens the viewer’s eyes to an absurd existence. It is worth reiterating crisis is not 
only induced by trauma but also in the recognition of the futile and repetitive nature of 
existence on show in this work.  
 
 Figure 12. Gregor Schneider, The Familie Schneider, 2004  
 
Searle tells us: 
 
Part of my own reaction to this work is the sense it gives 
me that I am walking through a passage in my own past 
life. The leaden atmosphere is familiar to me, having 
spent part of my own childhood in surroundings almost 
as lustreless, and in an atmosphere that also had a 
timbre of extreme sadness, repressed feelings, secrets, 
the unspoken.91 
 
While this absurd liminal experience could be viewed as a negative transformation I would 
suggest instead it pulls us from the world of elusion into the cold light of day or as Camus 
would have it, seeing the world with one’s eyes open. In this way the work mirrors the 
affliction ritual in which the affecting spirit embodies the cure and ailment that throws the 
world into turmoil. As such the viewer of Schneider’s works, or individual confronted with 
absurdity, inflicted with nausea and uncertainty, have it within themselves to reorientate 
their understanding of the world and perhaps like Sisyphus make their way in the world 
with their eyes wide open.  
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Between Ambiguity and Paradox 
 
How then is my thesis practise liminal? At its simplest This is Me my House exists in an 
ambiguous space between film and video art. It is neither one nor the other. It could be 
corralled into a single channel film format but again what would it become: a documentary, 
an experimental film, or an impressionistic visual poem? The work itself is all of these 
things and none. At present it exists as a multi-channel video, audio and structural 
installation? Again it could become a video work, or a sound work, or a sculptural 
installation but its connection to the filmic process would still be evident. As such This is Me 
My House, and all its different manifestations exists in a liminal space as well as an absurd 
space in a constant processes of being and becoming. What it is and what it will become is 
entirely dependent on those who experience the work and how they chose to make sense 
of it. 
 
How should the use of repetitive ambiguous (out of focus) imagery of abandoned, derelict 
buildings and mournful figures placed alongside documentary narratives and process led 
soundscapes be apprehended? Should the spectator watch or listen? Should they 
approach it as a narrative or a non-linear work? Do they need to watch the work in its 
entirety or experience it momentarily before moving on? This uncertainty and betweeness 
is intentionally built into This is Me My House and marks it out as a liminal work.  
 
 
Figure 13 & 14. Simon Baré, This is Me my House Interviews 2014. 
 
This ambiguity is also evident in the separate components of the work; in the story 
telling, in the recorded interviews, in the images of buildings, spaces and subjects, in 
the music and audio, and in the process led practice utilised to transition these 
materials from one state into another. This is most obviously expressed in the 
interview narratives through which the subjects examine moments of crisis in their 
lives, giving insight into periods of personal confrontations with the absurd that are 
indicative of liminal transition – as they progress from one state of being in the world to 
another through encounters with illness, death, betrayal and abuse. Through these 
narratives we find a liminal connection that mirrors Camus’ exploration of the absurd 
as a phenomenon in life experienced in the world, that cause the individual to 
constantly reassess significance when confronted by banal or traumatic crisis.  
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While these conversations communicate personal encounters with liminal transition the 
process of their recording also reflects as similar transaction. These interviews were 
recorded in the Sydney College of the Arts sound studio. This space, seen in the 
images above, it could be argued, has the feel of the confessional and sacred cave, in 
which the subjects and I were separated from the world. In this dark and quiet space 
we both participated in a transformational process – cathartic for the subject and 
interviewer alike. I say confessional because the subjects and I sat in two different 
spaces, myself in the control room and the subject in the recording studio. Between us 
stood a wall and a dark glass window through which we were largely unable to see 
each other. Communication and recording were facilitated through the mediation of 
technology, through headphones, microphones, and the cables that lay between us. 
Again the computer and its programs transformed the spoken word into data that was 
in turn relayed, reused, altered and transformed, and finally realised in the various 
manifestations of the exhibition work.92  
 
 
Figure 15 & 16. Simon Baré, This is Me my House Interviews 2014. 
 
In the case of structures and spaces portrayed the liminal is evident in their dilapidation 
and degradation. These are spaces that were once homes and factories and fields that 
have now been left to become some new undetermined thing. The video imagery of these 
spaces likewise speaks to this transition illustrating the locations and structures in and out 
of focus, as they appear in the world and as they actually are as ambiguous othered 
entities no longer defined by human contact and use. 
 
The image of figures emerging from the dark into the light before disappearing back into 
the darkness illustrate a similar movement, of becoming aware of being in the world and of 
moving into or retreating from that reality.  This is accentuated when the images are 
doubled, defocused and superimposed, one over the other to create a somewhat uncanny 
effect.  While these figures are present in the first incarnation of This is Me, my House they 
were not overtly reworked until I created the 2nd manifestation of the work - This is Me my 
House: Study (phase 2). This iteration was developed in a period of artistic exploration and 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
92	  While I have not set out to investigate the use of technology as a liminal tool of transformation 
and re-communication I would suggest this is an inherent quality found within the equipment and 
programs used.	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experimentation during which I was trying to move from the first five-screen installation 
towards my final examination work. 93 
 
 
Figure 17. Simon Baré, This is Me my House: Study (phase 2), 2014, Screen Capture Image. 
 
While this use of images and their manipulation can be categorised within a broader 
understanding of the liminal my approach and process sit more precisely within a traditional 
understanding of the liminal. This is exemplified in these portraits through their invocation 
of Turner’s encounters with “disproportion[ate and] monstrousness guides and tricksters” in 
which the "exaggerated feature is made into an object of reflection."94   
 
Just as these figures are fractured and rendered into amorphous forms so to is the sound 
used in this second work and in the latter final examination iteration. These sounds (a 
church bell, underwater recordings and wind) have been transformed into an otherworldly 
soundscape in a similar fashion to the musical track discussed in the previous chapter. 
This involved altering the original sound’s speed, direction and pitch, and then editing and 
layering the sounds into a seemingly cohesive whole. Just as with the music track this 
sound scape finds itself occupying a space between music and sound where the original 
sound somehow becomes musical just as the music has taken on an amorphous aural 
quality. The liminal therefore resides in the literal between-ness of the sound track, in its 
transformation from one state to the next, and in the process of its creation. 
 
This transformational process is further accentuated by the repetitive re-recording of the 
phase one soundtrack. This element expresses both anthropological and amorphous 
liminal traits in the transformation of the documentary interviews, the installation video and 
score into a highly ambiguous soundscape featured in this works sixth channel. Again the 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
931st Vertical Film Festival. Katoomba, New South Wales in October 2014. Second prize winner. 
94 Turner, Betwixt and Between: Liminal Period, 102 -04. 
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liminal nature of this channel is literally illustrated by positioning it within a floor cavity, 
between an imagined house and the ground beneath it with the sound component felt as 
much as heard reverberating through the floor space. 
 Figure 18 & 19 Simon Baré, This is Me my House: Study (phase 2), 2014, Screen Capture Images
 
This process was inspired by Alvin Lucier’s 1969 performance sound work I Am Sitting In A 
Room in which Lucier reads a statement that is recorded, played back and re-recorded 
repeatedly. Lucier explained over time the “natural resonate frequencies of the room [in which 
he recorded] articulated by speech [would] smooth out any irregularities in [his] speech”. 95 	  
I however was intent on fragmenting the voice and music, of engendering a state of flux and of 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
95 Greg Hainge, Noise Matters: Towards and Ontology of Sound (New York: Bloomsbury Academic, 
2013), 159. 
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exploring how these ambiguous spaces could be implicated in this transformation. To do so I 
used multiple locations, where Lucier located his performance in one. I also used different 
recording devices and playback systems causing the sound to be reflected fragmented and 
absorbed differently in each space. Again these environments were not soundproofed, and so 
accidental and incidental sounds, such as rain beating on the roof, planes flying overhead and 
my own footsteps were included in the recordings and in the ongoing playback process. While 
this repetitious re-recording process renders the work literally meaningless it also allows for a 
metaphorical reading that suggests a breaking of association that permits new ways of 
understanding. This is apparent in the repetitious ripples of sound and resonance, and in their 
reformation into beautiful, sad, and anxious forms, reflecting the moods and experience of life, 
that are in their own way ephemeral evidence of a fleeting significance. 
 
 
Figure 20.  Simon Baré, Channel 6 of TIMMH (phase 3), 2015. Exhibition Documentation 
 
The reworked video in channel 6 section of the installation has been created in a similar 
fashion to the aural component with the visuals of the documentary interview footage 
refilmed on computer monitors and projected screens. This process led practice has 
transformed the interview visuals adding pixilation, changes to colour temperature and 
obfuscating through blur, defocusing by the floorboards these images are glimpsed through.  
This has placed the imagery, like the sound component in an interstructural space in which 
it exists in a state of becoming some indeterminate new thing. While it could be argued the 
channel 6 structure is itself a new thing, I would suggest it is instead an object glimpsed 
momentarily in the midst of transition and in essence not fully transformed. As a form it is 
yet to become what it is and could in theory continue to be transformed as long as I am 
capable of or willing to transform it and as such exist in a permanent position of ambiguity 
and paradox.  
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Within the context of the broader work channel six exists in relation to the other five 
channels, which it constantly interacts with and is again transformed through the spectators 
interaction and apprehension of the work - revealing the world in new ways through its 
changed and changing form.96  
 
 
Figure 21.  Simon Baré, TIMMH (phase 1) Part 1 – 5 Combined, 2014. 
 
As I have already stated the out of focus and dilapidated spaces can be equated with the 
monstrous and disproportionate, and as mechanism used to facilitate self-reflection. The 
repetitious doubling and tripling of these images, and the lopping of each channel into 
infinity further heightens this effect and again suggests a link with the absurd and Sisyphus’ 
ongoing task. As such the spectator who enters into the work finds him or herself 
surrounded by a series of uncertain transitional spaces and structures and sounds that 
appear to begin and start but which in fact continuing without end. While the possibility of 
resolution and of re-emerging from the liminal space exists in part, the completion of one-
cycle intern signals the beginning of another and an ongoing state of transition that only 
death can end. 
 
          
Figure 22. Lea Kanner, Exhibition Still, TIMMH (phase 3) Part 1 – 6, 2015 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
96 Turner, Betwixt and Between: Liminal Period, 104 -05.  
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Chapter Three 
This is Me My House  
 
In this chapter I will expand on previous discussion about the uncanny and explore how it is 
defined and approached through Freudian and Heideggerian thinking. I will then explore 
how the unheimlich can be utilised within a liminal space to reveal the absurd, aiding in the 
negotiation of significance amidst meaninglessness. As part of this process I will position 
the house as a literal and metaphoric site of ambiguity in which the subjects identity is 
framed, and in which they are exposed to ‘the anxiety of being’ through the heimlich (that 
which is hidden, but within plain sight) and thrown into an unheimlich state in which 
absurdity and the nothing is revealed.  
 
This Uncertain House 
 
Gaston Bachelard tells us that without the house…  
 
Man would become a dispersed being. It maintains him 
through the storms of heaven and those of life. It is body and 
soul. It is the human being’s first world. Before he is “caste 
into the world”, as claimed by certain hasty metaphysics, man 
is laid in the cradle of the house.97  
 
While this idea is comforting it is in no way universal as our understanding of home is 
dependent on the particular experience of this world in which we are cradled. Dylan Trigg 
suggests in The Memory of Place: A Phenomenology of the Uncanny, that while “the home 
has been cited as the locus for our place memories… the memories we have of place do 
not end with the intimacy and familiarity of the home”. 98 To the contrary, spaces and places 
find their way into our identity and understanding of the world precisely because of their 
“strangeness... by disturbing patterns of regularity and habit…[and] in doing so, a given 
narrative is broken while another one begins.” 99 Dylan Trigg goes on to suggest “being dis-
placed can have a dramatic consequence on our experience of who we are, and even 
leave us with a feeling of being homeless in the world”.100 This idea is similarly expressed 
in the Peter-Klaus Schuster essay in which he tells us “what makes houses so exciting for 
[David] Lynch is that they are simultaneously the setting for all human dramas” and that 
“the house [as has already been cited] is the metaphor for man’s existential as well as 
social insecurity”. 101 He then suggests Lynch is telling us “you are at home nowhere, not 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
97 Hainge, Noise Matters: Towards and Ontology of Sound, 159. 
98 Gaston Bachelard, The Poetics of Space, trans. Maria Jolas (Boston: Beacon Press, 1994), 7. 
99 Trigg, The Memory of Place: A Phenomonology of the Uncanny, 9. 
100 Ibid. 
101 Ibid., 1. 
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even in your own home, not even in your own self”102 and in doing so marks out the house 
as a sight of crisis and liminality in which the uncanny both reveals and facilities the 
negotiation of significance amidst the absurd.  
 
Un-Heimlich  
 
This sense of homelessness, as I have suggested, linked with an awareness of the absurd 
is rooted in the uncanny or unheimlich. While I have previously discussed this subject I will 
now revisit the uncanny/unheimlich in more detail. As we have already seen, Heidegger 
relates the uncanny to the experience of being thrown out of time and into the world. Freud 
however draws our attention to the psychological, and to the expression of the uncanny in 
the creative arts.103 It is important to note here that I am utilising the uncanny in relation to 
the absurd and liminal in a particular way and am not suggesting that all expressions of the 
uncanny are absurd, though they may very well have liminal qualities. I am instead 
interested in the uncanny as it is applied to the absurd space. I would suggest that 
Beckett’s players, Estragon and Vladimir’s repetitious task not only suggest the absurd but 
also the uncanny. While the futility of their task is recognised they still continue to repeat it, 
as if experiencing an endless déjè vu dream, which they are so use to, despite its futility 
they no longer register how strange their actions are. 
 
As we already know, Freud’s examination of the uncanny begins with the etymology and 
translation of the uncanny from the German unheimlich and its opposite, Heimlich, in which 
there is a strange symbiosis at play. Freud tells us the:  
 
Heimlich is a word the meaning of which develops in the 
direction of ambivalence, until it finally coincides with its 
opposite, unheimlich. 104 Heimlich is not unambiguous, 
but belongs to two sets of ideas, which, without being 
contradictory, are yet very different: on the one hand it 
means what is familiar and agreeable, and on the other 
what is concealed and kept out of sight. ‘Unheimlich’ is 
customarily used, we are told, as the contrary only of the 
first signification of’ heimlich’, and not of the second.105  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
102 Ibid. 
103 Freud also discuss how the uncanny is experienced in the real world in deja vue-like experience of 
involuntary repetition. To do this he recounts his experience of being lost in a city, as if in a maze and 
always coming back to the same point (p10-11). He then suggests such events are normally 
explained away as chance except when circumstances are experienced such as being lost in the mist 
or in uncertain surrounds in which the world is rendered alien that lead to an uncanny effect. While 
these ideas are useful especially when placed alongside Camus’ exploration of absurdity as a real 
phenomenon I will instead primarily but not exclusively focus on the creative examples of the 
uncanny. 
104 Freud, "The Uncanny" 4. 
105 Ibid. 
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I would argue the space between these two definitions of heimlich is liminal and indicative 
of ambiguity and transition.  Similarly, Dylan Trigg notes this ambiguity is to be “understood 
as an effect, a felt experience that disturbs the body removing it from the everyday, [which 
at the same time] simultaneously places us in the midst of the familiar”, 106 replicating the 
liminal in which reality and self are relayed through the monstrous to facilitate a reflective 
response.107  
 
Freud next explores the uncanny through Ernst Jentsch’s The Uncanny and their shared 
examination of E. T. A. Hoffmann’s story, The Sand-Man. In this analysis Freud refutes 
much of Jentsch’s evaluation108, which I will not revisit here, and argues the uncanny in this 
story is located in Nathaniel, the main character, and his fear of having his sight and eyes 
taken from him. Freud tells us this anxiety is in fact a fear of, castration, and of the father 
authority figure, a symbolic representation of the “ego criticizing faculty” aware of the 
transgressive and repressed urges within the subject.109 110 Freud then draws our attention 
to the ability of the arts to communicate ideas and subjects that, if they existed in the real 
world, would be seen as uncanny but do not appear so in this form. He suggests it is 
however easier to represent the uncanny through literature and the arts than in real life but 
only … “so long as the setting is one of physical reality”111, mirroring Camus’ discussion of 
Kafka’s use of the “extraordinary” in the most natural of ways.112  
 
Freud’s analysis connecting “repressed infantile complexes… revived by some impression, 
[and] primitive beliefs we have surmounted”113 is useful. In this instance Freud explores 
repressed anxieties as a plausible locus for the uncanny. This in turn connects the uncanny 
effect, described by Dylan Trigg as a “state of disquiet [that unnerves] precisely because 
we lack the conceptual scheme to put the uncanny in its rightful place”,114 to the existential, 
again through anxiety – described by David LaRocca, as a condition of dread “generated 
by an encounter that lacks definition or makes one feel in the presence of formlessness or 
[the dizzying] void”.115 Freud’s then connects the life-like thing and intellectual uncertainty 
to the “double” and repetition. He develops this connection by citing Otto Rank, who 
informs us the double is associated with “reflections in mirrors, with shadows, with guardian 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
106 Trigg, The Memory of Place: A Phenomonology of the Uncanny, 27. 
107 Turner, Betwixt and Between: Liminal Period, 102 -04. 
108 Freud, "The Uncanny" 7. 
109 Ibid., 10. 
110 While I am not overly convinced by Freud’s sexual tack I do acknowledge these ideas are present 
in Lynch’s Lost Highway and Mulholland Drive and in Kaufman’s Synecdoche New York, Eternal 
Sunshine of The Spotless Mind, amongst other works.  
111 Freud, "The Uncanny" 19. 
112 Camus, The Myth of Sisyphus, 121,24. Camus sites the example of Gregor, in Metamorphosis, waking 
to discover he has transformed into an insect, showing next to no amazement at his condition, other than 
to worry about having overslept and being late for work. 
113 Freud, "The Uncanny" 17. 
114 Trigg, The Memory of Place: A Phenomonology of the Uncanny, 28. 
115 LaRocca, "Inconclusive Postscript" Late Remarks on Kerkegaard and Kaufman," 270. 
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spirits, with the belief in the soul and with the fear of death.” 116 “The ‘double’ he tells us 
was originally an insurance against the destruction of the ego, an ‘energetic denial of the 
power of death’… and [that] the ‘immortal’ soul was the first ‘double’ of the body.”117  Freud 
then links this idea to primitive and child-like narcissism, that when overcome can be 
equated with the formation of conscience, transforming the primitive “assurance of 
immortality [into] the uncanny harbinger of death” and “a thing of terror” associated with the 
“pathological delusions of being watched”. 118 
 
 
Figure 23, David Lynch, Lost Highway, 1997 Screen Captured Image 
 
For Freud, death becomes an ever-present “thing of terror” that helps generate an 
unheimlich response often explored through the tropes of doubling and repetition. For 
Heidegger however, death provides orientation in the world119 while the unheimlich reveals 
the abyss of existence. As with the absurd and liminal, crisis experienced as anxiety lies at 
the heart of Heidegger’s uncanny. Hughes tells us “for Heidegger, the first moment of 
anxiety is a movement of “indistinct existential disquiet or dissonance that threatens from 
‘nowhere’ causing … [the] collapse of meaningfulness and ‘bewilderment,’ whereby one is 
confronted with the ‘uncanniness’ inherent in human existence… [And of finding] oneself 
overlooking a groundless abyss and confronted with ‘the Nothing’.”120 As she explains, in 
the case of anxiety the subject is not wholly abandoned to the abyss but is instead able to 
grasp the totality of existence from one’s outside-thrown position and as such find their way 
back into the world.121 In the case of despair, which Hughes investigates “the future 
[becomes] closed off” causing one’s relationship to time and place to become 
desynchronized and meaning impossible.122  
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
116 Freud, "The Uncanny" 9-10. 
117 Ibid. 
118 Ibid. 
119 Schuster, "The Uncertain House: David Lynch in Hollywood," 127. 
120 Hughes, "Despair and the Impossibility of Death" 2-3. 
121 "The Ontological Structures of Anxiety and Despair," in Australasian Society for Continental 
Philosophy Annual Conference (University of Western Sydney, Sydney2013), 1-2. 
122 Ibid. 
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It is worth noting here that Heidegger categorises anxiety as a ground mood that is beyond 
emotion and feeling that pervades existence making philosophically inquiry possible.123 
Ratcliffe explains, “everyday mood” anxiety does “not facilitate explicit recognition of the 
achievement of being-in-the-world”. 124  However in the ground mood of “anxiety all 
practical significance falls away and what we previously took for granted becomes salient 
in its absence”.125 Anxiety does not however have to be facilitated by trauma “but can occur 
in the most harmless of situations” 126 and be experienced as absence. In this way the 
nothingness corresponds with Camus’ silence of the universe in that ‘the presence [or 
silence of the cosmos, and the removal of everyday frames of reference] becomes 
conspicuous”127 and through which our understanding of ourselves, our place in the world 
and our relationship to the world is laid bare. It is in this recognising the world, which no 
longer holds significance, but still exists and in which we are located that “unhomeliness is 
possible”128 and the uncanny located.129 Camus, who draws on Husserl and Heidegger, 
argues that from this position we have the ability to recognise absurdity from which we can 
therefore reframe our understanding of the world with our eyes open and make our lives 
our own. 
 
An Unheimlich Place 
 
What then of this space between clarity and silence, between the homely and unhomely, 
and of self and the void? Dylan Trigg posits a series of relationships that highlights an 
existential and liminal tension between our experience of the world, and the actuality of 
being in it, arguing that the uncanny lies at the heart of our embodied remembering and is 
central to our understanding of self. In discussing the tension between memory and place 
Dylan Trigg suggests a “transitory memory” marked by an “embryonic realm in which the 
experience of the past has yet to be reconciled with the unity of place and memory”.130 He 
argues this “absence of unity” 131 that is always striving for reconciliation, resides in a 
“model of memory that exists between places, both of the body and of materiality” 132 in 
which the unfamiliar space is not yet recognised, or rather in which memory is yet to be 
integrated into the embodied and the cognitive experience of that space. Dylan Trigg 
explores this idea through [liminal] “non-places”, such as “airports, motorways and waiting 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
123 I will not attempt to explain Hedegger's ground moods in full or his understanding of anxiety (or 
Huges and Radcliffe's exploration of despair) at this juncture as this thesis does not provide the space 
for such investigation. Mathew Ratcliffe, "Why Moods Matter (Online Pdf)," in In Cambridge 
Companion to Heidegger's Being and Time. , ed. M Wrathall (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2013). 
124 Ibid., 12. 
125 Ibid. 
126 Trigg, The Memory of Place: A Phenomonology of the Uncanny, 304. 
127 Ibid.I would also suggest Camus discussion of the mundanity of life and the repetition of our daily 
expereince can be used as a trigger to facilitate anxiety aswell as an uncanny expereince. 
128 Ibid., 305.	  
129 Ibid., 304. 
130 Ibid., xxiii. 
131 Ibid. 
132 Ibid. 
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rooms – [that he proposes] broadly construed, contribute to a sense of being 
disembodied”.133 134 I would also add one’s response to the derelict or neglected house can 
be viewed in a similar light. The sense of disembodiment experienced in these locations 
exceeds that of the “non-place” as they facilitate Freud’s primitive surmounted beliefs 
encountered in the present, by invoking anxiety through the specter of hauntings and 
hidden dangers lurking in their unhomely walls.  
 
Dylan Trigg’s next category relates to the familiar being made unfamiliar as tension arises 
in our memory of place, modified by our imagination of what the place is, and what we 
desire it to be. In this space, one’s connection to the memory of place and the actuality of 
that place as an object in the world that changes through time becomes highly problematic. 
Here Dylan Trigg points to a position “between self and world ”occupied by the privileged 
observer”, that in witnessing and experiencing the tension between these two positions 
loses their bearings and is thus “torn asunder in multiple directions”.135 This occurs 
because memory of place is entwined with our sense of identity, and so a conflict arises as 
spaces change through time. This change causes a rift not only between our embodied 
memory of the world and the actuality of it, but also in the internal and external vision of the 
self that points directly to the uncanny.136 Dylan Trigg then evolves his argument and 
invokes crisis as an instigator of the uncanny, by exploring how trauma affects memory and 
the experience of place “in which an event occurs but fails to be registered” and “a void 
emerges for the memory”137 As such memories, and thus one’s experience of the world 
become fragmented and deferred, anonymous and unclaimed. 138  
 
 
Figure 24, David Lynch, Lost Highway, 1997 Screen Captured Image 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
133 Ibid., 107. 
134 Trigg uses the term liminal when describing these non places and rightly so.  Not only are they 
liminal in that they facilitate transition in a very real sense but also in the context of his transitional 
memory in seeking [the nostalgia of] unity, as well as in the movement from the position of 
unrecognised to recognised.  
135 Camus, The Myth of Sisyphus, 20. 
136 Trigg, The Memory of Place: A Phenomonology of the Uncanny, 7. 
137 Ibid., xxvi. 
138 Ibid. 
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By way of example he describes how Charlotte Delbo, a woman who suffered traumatic 
burns to her body, became involuntarily anonymous to herself 139 – in the space between 
her memory of self and the current condition of her body. In doing so, he argues the 
uncanny is evident in the body not recognising itself and as such becoming a stranger to 
itself.140 This recalls Camus’ subject contemplating suicide when “the universe is suddenly 
divested of illusions and lights, [when he or she] feels an alien, a stranger…deprived of 
memory of a lost home or the hope of a promised land”.141  
 
 
Figure 25, David Lynch, Lost Highway, 1997 Screen Captured Image 
 
Dylan Trigg’s ideas are also clearly at play in Adrian Searle’s review of The Familie 
Schneider, in his response to the work and his memory of “having spent part of my own 
childhood in surroundings almost as lustreless, and in an atmosphere that also had a timbre 
of extreme sadness, repressed feelings, secrets, the unspoken”.142 Again Searle’s reminding 
himself he was not in the real world but situated within an artwork 143invokes the transitional 
uncertainty as well as a complicated relationship between memory and space. In this 
instance the relationship is reversed because Searle is not conflicted by the present reality 
and the past, but by being in the present and thrown into a world constituted by memory. 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
139 Ibid., 254. 
140 Ibid. 
141 Camus, The Myth of Sisyphus, 4-5. Again this is not surprising because Camus draws on Husserl 
and Heidegger in his framing of the absurd and as such the phenomenological is embedded in his 
analysis if not overtly acknowledged.  
142 Searle, "The Never-Ending Story". 
143 Ibid. 
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This invocation of trauma is also evident in Mulholland Drive, in Diane’s attempts to elude 
reality and fabricate a unity that is founded in nostalgia and by a negation of personal 
memory and identity. In this space between Betty and Diane the privileged observer is 
present but blinded by self-delusion and personal crisis. When the elusion is unable to be 
sustained, Diane becomes aware of the space between desire and fantasy and so to is torn 
asunder.  
 
In Eija-Liisa Ahtila’s Talo the woman occupies a space in which her experience and memory 
of the world, and her place in it, are compromised by the trauma of a psychotic episode from 
which she can only find respite by shutting out the world with dark curtains. In doing so she 
does away with the need to make sense of how she is located in the world by deliberately 
blocking out uncertainty evading her traumatised reality. Unlike Diane however, Ahtila’s 
woman is not acting in bad faith but instead reconciling herself to that which cannot be 
reconciled when the only other options are to embrace psychosis or negate it through 
medication or suicide.  
 
   
 Figure 26 & 27 Eija-Liisa Ahtila, Talo, 2002. Screen Capture Images. 
 
 
Interestingly in Talo we view Dylan Trigg’s privileged observer, with the woman standing 
outside of herself giving voice to her state of being, her actions and experience of the world 
being torn asunder. In this instance the house is a place in which shelter can be found while 
at the same time that which is outside and within threaten to make the house an alien space.  
 
This example raises another example of the uncanny in which Dylan Trigg argues through 
Merleau-Ponty and Erwin Strauss that the body itself is an uncanny space, in which a primal 
double resides.144 This double is born of an ancient pre-personal self that also resides in the 
alien nature of our anatomy that “I do not Master”145 and in our very sense of being. This 
embodied uncanny could be argued to lie at the core of our anxiety at being in the world, 
which is then projected into the spaces and homes we occupy. 
 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
144 Trigg, The Memory of Place: A Phenomonology of the Uncanny, 292-93. 
145 Ibid., 293. 
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The House within my House 
 
The stories told in This is Me my House explore and illustrate the unstable and conflicted 
nature of our relationship with self and place. As discussed in chapter one each interview 
subject had experienced some form of existential uncertainty as a result of crisis. These 
discussions focused on their experience of flux were often framed in relationship to each 
subjects understanding of, home/house. In these narratives the home is often described as 
location where violence was committed, where your partner betrayed you, where you 
concealed who you were, where your mother exposed you to abuse, where your body and 
mind failed you and where you contemplated the death of others and yourself. In short the 
house is the location where absurdity is revealed and where the subject is confronted with 
Heidegger’s uncanny, of being thrown into the world in response to crisis. This and the 
excerpts quoted in previous chapters speak to the experience of thrown-ness, to the liminal 
nature of this experience and to the absurdity revealed during moments of crisis – though 
not necessarily to the subjects integration of this analysis into their worldview.  
 
This is particularly true of Subject 6 who as has already been noted communicated how his 
experience of cancer destabilised his relationship with the house he designed, built, and lived in 
along with his understanding of being in the world.  
 
He described how during this experience…  
 
Your sense of house, your ideas of what was once a very 
stable house... gets washed away… because everything gets 
overturned. And during that experience when I had a crisis I 
found that all that light, all that possibility, all that potential, 
you find that a lot of that gets overturned, and all of a sudden 
you can find yourself in a cave which can be quite dark and 
that house that was rich before, rich with potential and 
possibilities all of a sudden turns into a cave where you are 
just filled with darkness, and you search for light and meaning 
but all you find is loneliness, and darkness and despair.  
(Interview Subject Six, Edited Elements, Dec 2, 2013) 
 
Subject One’s experience of epileptic fits, suffered during sleep as a result of surgery on a 
benign brain tumor again highlights this connection and illustrates the relationship of the 
body to the uncanny - also reflected in the works I have examined. 
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She tells us: 
 
(00:39:30) Sometimes [as a result of a seizure] I feel very 
sore and stiff in my calves, in my legs. I will just feel a 
sense of not being able to connect with what went before 
that… Not knowing what’s happened. It’s just a sense of 
coming out of a dream almost but knowing it was not 
something you wanted to be in, and, I will realise that I 
have just had a seizure, or sometimes I won’t and he [my 
husband] will tell me.  
I feel weak, vulnerable, and I’ve just lost something. 
(00:42:20) It feels like I have been through some 
enormous event… [and I ask myself] how come I don’t 
remember that if I feel so bad? And it’s almost as if my 
husband could describe it physically to you but I can’t. It’s 
very unreal in the sense that you have to tell me what I’ve 
been through because I don’t know. I only know how I 
feel afterwards. 
(Interview Subject One, Edited elements Nov 20, 2013) 
 
This reaction born out of trauma and nostalgia, for a past life, illustrates how the subject 
has been placed into a thrown position, and how her body has become an increasingly 
alien and unrecognisable space. Subject Two, again, describes a similar tension in not 
having understood the nature of her sexual orientation and how she experienced her body 
as an alien space as a consequence. 
 
(01:07:40) Being with men and being with men and not 
feeling any connection at all, I just felt as though I was a 
carcass really. So that was a very long period of time in 
which I pretended on many levels to be something but 
not because it was conscious decision of pretending to 
be something that I wasn’t, rather that I hadn’t actually 
formulated a direction for myself or a way out of being 
what I was currently operating as.  (Interview Subject Two, 
Edited Elements, Nov 20 2013) 
 
This excerpt not only recalls Dylan Trigg’s exploration of the self as an alien space but also 
Freud’s discussion about repressed anxiety and transgressive sexual desires he attributes to 
Nathaniel in the Sand Man. Freud suggests in this instance Nathaniel is in love with a woman 
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he refuses to recognise as a mechanical creature and that it is in this refusal that Freud 
identifies the uncanny.146  
 
While these narratives impart the subjects experience of the uncanny they do not necessarily 
exert an uncanny effect on the observer.  How then is the uncanny expressed in This is Me my 
House? I would suggest this is done in a subtle way, through the use of moving hand-held 
cinematography that gives the impression of a spectral presence, and of an unseen other 
moving through these alien spaces. This causes the viewer to ask who is watching and what 
relationship exists between camera and subject - questions not addressed in the content of the 
work. Again the use of repetitious sound and images and the doubling and tripling of this media 
on multiple channels further suggests the uncanny. This mirrors the experience of déjà vu or 
that of being lost in a strange city or building and finding oneself returned to the same location 
despite every effort to reach a different destination.147 The interplay of overlapping sound and 
picture and the filmic documentary form presented in a multi channel installation similarly cause 
the spectator to become uncertain of their relationship to the work. The question of where their 
attention should rest is never answered. If they listen, how should the listen and who to? How 
do the images relate to each other, to the fragments of narratives and to sound work and floor 
structure is again suggestive of an uncanny ambiguity that runs through This is Me, my House 
– even if that ambiguity seems dreamlike and consoling in its form.   
 
The visual of derelict houses and forgotten spaces likewise suggest the uncanny as expounded 
by Dylan Trigg’s through the relationship between time, place and memory. This occurs 
because these images exist as markers of forgotten pasts, and possible trauma, and is also 
evident in the alien and ambiguous position they occupy. This suggests a punctum-like state148 
located both in the past and the present affecting those who come into contact with these 
spaces that is created by their alien and othered relationship with the here and now. As such 
these structures exist as anonymous spaces we give significance to and populate with our 
narratives. This is especially true for the unused Rozelle Asylum buildings where I gathered 
video and sound material for this project. In this space a Victorian Gothic haunted-ness, the 
horrors of past mental health practice, and personal tragedy are easily invoked. This is equally 
true of the buildings utilised as educational spaces by Sydney College of the Arts (SCA), as it is 
of the neglected buildings - current events may however accentuate this further making SCA 
itself a place of uncanny othered memory.  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
146 Freud, "The Uncanny" 8. 
147 As already stated Freud discussed how the uncanny is experienced in the real world in deja vue-
like experience of involuntary repetition. To do this he recounts his experience of being lost in a city, 
as if in a maze and always coming back to the same point (p10-11). He then suggests such events 
are normally explained away as chance except when circumstances are experienced such as being 
lost in the mist or in uncertain surrounds in which the world is rendered alien that lead to an uncanny 
effect. While these ideas are useful especially when placed alongside Camus’ exploration of absurdity 
as a real phenomenon I will instead primarily but not exclusively focus on the creative examples of the 
uncanny. 
148 Hainge, Noise Matters: Towards and Ontology of Sound, 149. 
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When my father visited SCA several years ago he was unnerved by the buildings and did not 
want to linger. This reaction was rooted in his mother’s institutionalisation, in 1950s New 
Zealand, where she remained until her death in the mid 1970s. This was a personal response 
that projected his nostalgic and traumatic uncanny into the SCA buildings triggered by the 
buildings relational history to his own, and by the othered and alien nature of the space. Dylan 
Trigg refers to this type of response as the “narcissism of the anthropomorphized cosmos”149 
and the recognition of an “animated indifference”.150 Of course my father’s projection of the 
personal into a space in which he had no purchase was understandable, and points to a 
repressed and anonymous uncanny that was reactivated by the building. If the space were 
instead his childhood home, it might have prompted a different response, though still marked by 
the same emotional and embodied trauma. My father’s reaction to SCA is also suggestive of a 
way of reading the structures used in this thesis and points to a lack of unity between space 
and memory that engenders the “distancing between ourselves and the world” and our own 
mortality.151   
 
While Dylan Trigg explores such spaces in the context of personal resonance, memory and 
change through time, I would suggest the same could in some ways be applied to all spaces 
subject to change and especially to the derelict as their dilapidation gives rise to an anxiety and 
awareness of death no matter what our personal connection to them. I would also suggest 
these structures and spaces, under certain circumstances, throw the observer out of the world 
and reflect their reality and mortality back at them in a visceral way. This occurs because the 
space in which the embodied observer is located provides no position of familiarity in which 
they can orientate themselves and as such, they are placed closer to the dizzying void and 
experience the terror of being more profoundly. 
 
          
         Figure 28. Simon Baré, TIMMH (phase 1 + 3), 2014-15, Screen Capture Image.   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
149 Trigg, The Memory of Place: A Phenomonology of the Uncanny, 224. 
150 Ibid. 
151 Ibid., 225. 
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Chapter Four 
On Being Thrown into the Work  
 
In the introduction to this thesis, I quoted Emily Joy Hughes’ observation that melancholia and 
despair disrupt the way in which the world can “have significance and be meaningful”.152  As a 
consequence the subject finds him or herself “in an unheimlich space in which… lived time 
slows right down…[and] becomes like an empty abstraction”.153 This uncanny effect is reflected 
in Sartre’s Nausea when Roquentin describes the fog within his room, that penetrates the 
streets and the pavements of his world as an “inconsistent thing”.154 Greg Hainge describes this 
“inconsistent thing as the “in-between of existence… always viewed from outside itself”155 that 
reveals the true state of existence. While these descriptions are different they both speak to the 
way in which the world can matter. In the following pages, I will address how the exploration of 
thrown-ness, which I equate with the experience of being made aware of absurdity through 
crisis is activated within the films and art works I examine. In these works I suggest the 
spectator is not only placed into an environment that illustrates the uncanny, but also enacts 
this uncanniness within the liminal space of the work and in so doing reveals absurdity and void 
of being. This experience then allows the spectator to frame an understanding of absurdity 
within their everyday lives that is at once individually encountered but also revealed to be a 
shared universal experience – and in this shared-ness more able to be negotiated. At the 
simplest level the films and installations I examine are able to do so because they are all in 
some way immersive, in that the spectator enters into the work. In Schneider’s installations this 
is a literal fact as well as experiential process. Ahtila’s video installations are again physically 
and experientially immersive in that the spectator must enter the room-like space between 
screens to experience the aural and visual components of her work. This creates a sense of 
embodied proximity that is truly immersive. Searle comments on this quality when he writes 
about The Wind, another part of Ahtila’s Love is a Treasure ensemble when he tells us the 
immersive experience makes: 
 
One feels a little unhinged... You can feel the crackle of 
psychosis in the room - not just up on the screen, but where 
we sit, surrounded by red walls, the soundtrack throbbing in 
the air.156  
 
The films of Lynch and Kaufman in contrast are not physically immersive, though the 
delivery mechanism of the cinema space can make them so, but instead are experientially 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
152 Hughes and Ratcliffe, Despair - a Philisophical Enquiry. 
153 Ibid. 
154 Hainge, Noise Matters: Towards and Ontology of Sound, 74. Jean-Paul Sartre, Nausea, trans. 
Robert Baldick (New York: New Directions, 1963), 112. In my version this is translated as "a sort of 
unsubstantiality of things". 
155 Hainge, Noise Matters: Towards and Ontology of Sound, 72.	  
156 Searle, "The Never-Ending Story". 
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immersive, as all films are.157 Within the cinema space the spectator is subjected to an 
emotional and intellectual interplay of image, sound, space and time, in which the uncanny 
is encountered as a cognitive but also as an embodied experience that disturbs and 
disrupts our experience of space time and place. This immersive space I would suggest is 
more intensely experienced because the artist/filmmaker is seeking to enact thrown-ness, 
placing the viewer in a position where they, like Roquentin, are “able to glimpse the in-
between of existence, [and] to attend to the expressivity of being which comes to be always 
outside of itself”.158 We see this in the first scenes of Synecdoche New York in which 
Caden gets out of bed and sits looking into the vanity mirror. What the spectator sees in 
the reflection is Caden looking at them, as the spectator looks at him. This at a simple level 
creates a subtle uncanny effect – that is more heimlich than unheimlich – in which we edge 
towards a threshold space where that which is in plain sight but unseen, will be revealed.  
 
 
Figure 29. Charlie Kaufman, Synecdoche New York, 2008. Screen Capture. 
 
In this instance Kaufman draws the audience into the film as a deliberate process and tells 
us he is: 
 
Not really interested in stories because stories are sort of 
polished and seen from a distance and I want to do stuff that is 
immersed; where I’m immersed when I’m working on it, and the 
audience will experience that immersion, or the chaos and 
confusion of actual existence as opposed to a story with a 
beginning middle and end”.159  
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
157 Daye, "'Light the Cigarette, Fold Back the Silk': Defining David Lynch as a Liminal Film-Maker," 129. 
Michael Daye however suggests cinemas and theatres can be approached as sacred spaces 
dedicated to “the presentation of ‘other’ realities” and so perhaps like Ahtila’s work Lynch and 
Kaufman’s work could be  said to literally immersive also.  
158 Hainge, Noise Matters: Towards and Ontology of Sound, 72.	  
159 Studio Draken, "Giff: Master Class: Charlie Kaufman," Youtube Video, 01:12:16, 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xpjgjJqayxI&list=UUcyd1aL_NW63gR5yeyr_s3Q&index=41&featur
e=plcp. 
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This process of audience immersion is further demonstrated through Jimmy, Caden’s 
double, who the audience becomes aware of before Caden does. When we see Jimmy in 
the first half of the film he is always taking notes and observing the minutia of Caden’s life. 
In one instance Jimmy sits behind a curtain in Caden’s bedroom as Caden is woken by a 
phone call informing him of his father’s death. As we witness Jimmy witness Caden’s grief 
we become aware that we are also in the room, sharing in the same moment and in some 
small way imagining or remembering ourselves in that same situation.160 As such the 
spectator occupies the position of the privileged observer between Caden’s life and their 
own.  
 
 
Figure 30. Charlie Kaufman, Synecdoche New York, 2008. Screen Capture. 
 
This boundary crossing within the work is also apparent in Caden’s attempts to make his 
play “transcend mere subjective experience”,161 mirroring Kaufman’s attempts to make the 
work fully immersive to his audience. While Caden fails, Kaufman succeeds because he is 
aware of the limitations of such an agenda and makes these flaws and the absurdity of his 
ambition part of what the work is about. Caden however attempts to transcend reality by 
replicating it and in so doing finds himself further caught up in the chaos and confusion of 
“actual existence”.162  Deeming notes as the film “progresses it becomes more difficult for 
the viewers to determine the boundaries between the set [of Caden’s play] and Manhattan 
itself, just as it becomes difficult to know where Caden’s life ends and the theatrical piece 
begins.”163 In constructing this slippage between reality, theatricality and the filmic, 
Kaufman asks the audience to be aware of the confusion implicit in the world, in making 
sense of what is, what was and what is hoped for. This in some ways corresponds with 
Dylan Trigg’s analysis of time, memory and place, in which imagination causes these 
elements to be remembered in a way that does not correspond with how that thing was or 
is in the actual world. Again this confusion is not merely an intellectual exercise but is 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
160 Ibid., 28 min 8 secons, 36 min 6 seconds. 
161 Deming, "Living a Part: Synecdoche, New York, Metaphor, and the Problem of Skepticism," 202. 
162 Studio Draken, "Giff: Master Class: Charlie Kaufman" 29 min 8 Secongs, 36 min 6 seconds. 
163 Deming, "Living a Part: Synecdoche, New York, Metaphor, and the Problem of Skepticism," 203. 
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experienced in watching the film and in making sense of its multiple levels of drama, reality, 
time and imagination. 
 
These effects are also demonstrated in Lynch’s films, in how he makes the spectator aware of 
the artifice in his films, of their place as participants within the work and in the interplay of the 
various realities expressed through time, imagination and memory – or rather the lack of it. In 
Mulholland Drive, filmmaking plays a central role in the narrative, as theatre does in 
Synecdoche New York, and similarly is used to help place the spectator into the work. This is 
achieved by framing the narrative through the lens of the Hollywood dream factory and by 
having all the majour characters in the narrative somehow invested in the process of filmic 
reality. This slippage is most evident in the Club Silencio scene in which Betty and Rita watch a 
performance in a theatre. During this performance the master of ceremonies (the MC) 
repeatedly tells the audience, which includes the films two main characters that what they are 
watching is not reality. As such the spectator is placed in the same position as Betty and Rita, 
trying to make sense of a reality that is not itself reality. Again the MC’s warning applies, this is 
not reality, it is a film, and the story you have been watching within the film is itself another 
fabrication.  
 
 
Figure 31 David Lynch, Mulholland Drive, 2001 Screen Capture Image. 
 
Todd McGowan argues “the fantasies that [Lynch’s] cinema enact… house the truth of our 
being spectators”.164 He suggests these films in fact “create a separation between the realms of 
desire and fantasy, [and as such] they have the ability to immerse us as the spectator more 
completely in the fantasmatic world.”165 In doing so Lynch creates a “total experience of 
fantasy…. to trigger the spectators’ response of identifications with the traumatic moment 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
164 Todd McGowan, The Impossible David Lynch, ed. John Belton, Film and Culture Series (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 2007), 23. 
165 Ibid., 21.	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enacted within the fantasy… in order to facilitate identification with what seems most distant 
from and foreign to us… As such one “find[s] oneself bereft of the safe distance that the very 
architecture of the cinema seems to promise”.166 167 
 
In Mulholland Drive, Diane operates in the world of desire and Betty in the world of fantasy. 
Again we find ourselves in the position of the privileged observer but this time we are torn 
asunder, grasping at the totality of existence from one’s outside-thrown position.168 This is as 
Turner suggests, facilitated by placing the audience in a world that is distorted and removed 
from everyday reality to make what is hidden visible.169 This is more evident in Inland Empire 
where the different realities within the film are increasingly conflated and the resolution, unlike 
Lynch’s other films, leaves the spectator unable to make of it “an autonomous object of 
understanding”.170 
 
This unsettling position that Lynch and Kaufman place the spectator in disturbs the 
audience’s expectations of a linear narrative and removes all reference points from which 
to grasp at significance. As such this places the spectator in an unheimlich position – in 
which the strange becomes familiar and the unfamiliar strange.171 When these techniques 
are then overlaid with absurdist and uncanny devices, such as doubling and repetition and 
the loss of memory, disquiet and anxiety is amplified further facilitating the experience of 
thrown-ness and the philosophical awareness of being in the world. 172 
 
While these strategies can be easily identified in Ahtila’s installations, it is harder to make 
the same arguments for Schneider’s work, as narrative devices and filmic temporality 
cannot be used to destabilize the spectator’s position within his installations.173 So how 
then can the spectator be placed in this position in Schneider’s works? This is achieved in 
The Familie Schneider by placing the spectator into a world that is familiar and yet 
unfamiliar, in which the everyday is replicated and repeated so that which is hidden and 
unseen becomes visible within the liminal space of the work. Adrian Searle articulated this 
idea when he described his having to remind himself The Familie Schneider was an 
artwork and not real, and in doing so projecting an “anthropomorphized cosmos”174 into the 
“animated indifference”175 of the installation space.  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
166 Ibid., 22, 25.	  
167 It is worth noting McGowan argues Diane has never had anything more than a friendship with 
Camilla and that her elusion is not one of holding on to a failed relationship but of creating one that 
never existed. Diane's actions therefore express a greater denial of reality than they do in my reading 
but as such add to my own arguments rather than diminishing it. 
168 Hughes, "The Ontological Structures of Anxiety and Despair," 1-2. 
169 Turner, Betwixt and Between: Liminal Period, 102 -04. 
170 Hainge, Noise Matters: Towards and Ontology of Sound, 201-02. 
171 Ibid. 
172 Ratcliffe, "Why Moods Matter (Online Pdf)," 12. 
173 Though it could be argued these works do invoke the chaos and confusion of actual existence that 
Kaufman seeks to represent but filtered through a Lynchian asthetic.  
174 Trigg, The Memory of Place: A Phenomonology of the Uncanny, 224. 
175 Ibid. 
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This approach to the uncanny present in much of Schneider’s work is apparent in his first 
work Haus U R, in Mönchengladbach-Rheydt, Germany. Schneider describes this as a 
total work of art that involved and still involves “building a house within a house”,176 In this 
haus Schneider has repetitively reconstructed the inside of his parents’ home, creating 
rooms within rooms, and walls within walls since 1985. Schneider “is interested above all in 
forms of existence that escape perception - substances, spaces, objects, and qualities that 
remain hidden. When one wall is built in front of another a space is created [that] Schneider 
fills… with red or black bricks…[so they] can't be seen, but they're there…[and] just as 
significant as the visible ones”.177 Some of these spaces contain photographs and paintings 
that hint at possible past inhabitants, while in other instances he leaves the walls grimy 
dank and barren, before building another wall over them, hiding the fictitious past 
inhabitants of the building within the work. Schneider’s actions point to an interplay of 
memory, place and time that generates an uncanny affect. These actions also draw 
attention to the liminal and literal divide between art and reality that again ask the viewer to 
question their relationship to the work and to the nature of the reality they have entered and 
exist in. The visceral response exhibited by many people visiting these works, described by 
Searle in his review, speaks to this uncanny effect, and perhaps confirms my observation 
that anonymous derelict building are able to generate an uncanny anxious response within 
the spectator just like those we have a personal connection. 
 
In Haus, this anxiety is multiplied. The uncanny is built into the claustrophobia inducing 
Kafkaesque structure that spans three extensive floors, an attic and a basement, accessed 
one person at a time. In this space windows open onto walls, a ceiling slowly compresses, 
changing the dimensions of one room, a floor rotates imperceptibly in another, while you 
drink tea, and kitchen cupboards, crawl spaces and trap doors provide access to further 
secluded and disquieting spaces – ideas expressed similarly in Synecdoche New York, 
Being John Malkovich, Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind, Twin Peaks, Lost Highway 
and Inland Empire. While Haus is not socially motivated like the Family Schneider, it does 
still points to an absurd position through the uncanny, and not just because it replicates an 
absurd architecture, but rather because its structure is overlaid with tropes used to express 
and explore the absurd. The subject within this work not only has to negotiate a highly 
unsettling topography, but is confronted by circularities, repetitions and dead-ends that 
reflect a Beckett-like understanding of the pain of being that in turn reflects “the 
confrontation of the irrational and the wild longing for clarity, whose call echoes in the 
human heart”. 178   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
176 Art Gallery of New South Wales, "Gregor Schneider Installs Basement Keller Haus U R " Youtube 
Video, 4:31, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EsPCp6aUvlk. 
177 Keenan Konya, "Gregor Schneider: Death House U R," Friday, April 29, 2011, 
http://keehnankonyha.com/journal/2011/4/29/gregor-schneider-death-house-u-r.html. 
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This is Me My House (phase 3) 
 
How then can This is Me my House (phase 3) be considered to be immersive and cause 
the spectator to experience the correlation of the absurd, liminal and uncanny as the works 
of Lynch, Kaufmann, Schneider and Athila do? One answer is that it cannot. I am making a 
working that while borrowing from their works is in and of itself a different thing. On the 
other hand this work does achieve these outcomes in several different ways. At its simplest 
This is Me my House is immersive because it must be entered into. Like Athila’s works this 
project surrounds the spectator with visuals and sounds that mirror the structure of a room. 
There are four walls, a floor and a ceiling. Five projections fill all but one wall space while 
the sixth becomes a literal floor space on which the spectator may stand. The separate 
sound works that emanate from beneath the floor space and the wall projections likewise 
fill the exhibition space, gently assailing the senses, invoking the process of meaning 
creation amidst absurdity - which I correlate with Dylan Trigg’s “absence of unity” 179 that 
always seeks reconciliation. In this case however the tension arises from the interplay of 
sound, image and space as well as through time, memory and place.  
 
 
Figure 32, Simon Baré, Installation Test, TIMMH (phase 3) 2015, Photograph 
 
This uncanny immersive relationship is further accentuated by the juxtaposition of the 
narrative version of the work and the rerecorded sound and visuals component created in 
(phase 2 and 3). The competition between both parts of the work, as has been suggest 
earlier causes the viewer to be uncertain of how they should negotiate what they see and 
hear and how the work fits together as a whole. While this could of course become an 
overtly alienating experience I would argue the gentleness of my approach to the uncanny, 
and my aligning it with the liminal and absurd at once reassures the spectator while 
undermining their understanding of what the work is at the same time. 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
179 Trigg, The Memory of Place: A Phenomonology of the Uncanny, xxiii. 
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This floor space that houses the rerecorded component provides an identical link to the 
derelict spaces depicted on screen, and to my own house built in the 1880’s (from which 
the floorboards were sourced) that is itself suggestive of the uncanny. This connection is 
found through my relationship to the house I live in, and through its past, absent and 
deceased inhabitants, whose experience and embodied memories, I, nor the spectator 
have access to. Because these relationships cannot be directly accessed the structure 
therefore becomes a receptacle for projected narratives and our emotional relationship to 
space, and memory of space, that is in no way related to the actual object itself, other than 
in the most generalised form.  This relationship to the uncanny, and the anonymous and 
alien nature of this structure, is further accentuated by the rerecorded sound and vision 
because which are both literally and figuratively obscured, and rendered unseen within 
plain sight.  
 
In this installation the interplay of screens, projections and sound further accentuates the 
experience of the uncanny through a series of repeated and doubled images that at times 
create a disorienting effect for the spectator. This is accentuated when a strobe-like effect, 
captured with the moving camera is encountered. This is apparent in one part of the work 
when a hand held image tracks along the length of a wire fence beside a boarded up 
hospital building. The combination of movement experienced through the camera, the 
close proximity to, and play of light on the fence, combined with the geometry of the 
building create a dizzying and disorienting affect and effect. As such the wall on which the 
image is projected appears to be moving, causing the spectators position within the gallery 
to appear unstable. 
 
The spectator’s relationship to the work and their experience of it is further enhanced 
through the projection of video imagery that throws the spectators silhouette onto the walls 
of the room.  
 
  
Figure 33 + 34. Simon Baré, TIMMH (3), 2015, Exhibition Documentation 
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This places the spectator into the position of the privileged observer, aware of their own 
relationship to the work as object and subject from within and outside - reflecting Athila’s, 
Lynch, and Kaufman’s use of the moving image. This creates an uncanny relationship that 
intern causes the viewer to ask if they should be aware of their own presence within the 
work, and if the answer is affirmative to ask what the nature of that relationship is.   While 
this effect is apparent in Schneider’s, The Familie Schneider, by simply placing the 
spectator into the space Lynch and Kaufman make use of self-reflective techniques to 
make the audience aware they to are participating in the work in a more intermit manner 
that would usually be expected in cinema.  
 
While no overt theatrical or filmic self-referencing is used to make the spectator aware of 
their position in the work, the use of handheld camera does make the process of film-
making visible, investing it with a degree of self-reflexivity.  This is compounded by the 
process led exploration of video, sound and space in which this work was re-recorded and 
refilmed in the SCA auditorium using the theatres film projection and surround sound 
system.  While these techniques are either invisible or sublimely experienced there are two 
other instances in which the self-reflexivity is experienced in This is Me my House (phase 
3). In all six channels edited footage of the interviews taking place have been included in 
the work. All these images have been defocused and desaturated to project the identity of 
my interview subjects. Despite this the lights used to illuminate each subject and the sound 
recording microphones are still visible within shot, as is the silhouette of each subject – and 
so the mechanical process of film making and structuring is revealed.  
 
 
Figure 35. Simon Baré, TIMMH (3), 2015 Screen Capture Image 
 
This self-reflexivity is also evident in the images of figures who immerge out of the dark 
from walls and from beneath the floor starring out at an unseen other before receding back 
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into the shadows, leaving the spectator waiting for the normal flow of the work to 
recommence at the edge of the nothing. As I proposed earlier these figures suggests a 
connection to the liminal monstrous used to facilitate self-reflection. Through the uncanny 
they also suggest a doubled relationship that connects the viewer with the inevitability of 
ones own finitude. It was my intention that these figures would stare out at the spectator, 
making them question the figures relationship to the story and the viewers relationship to 
the both the narrative and character looking at them. In this instance the self reflective 
nature of these images is also a literally what is occurring on screen with the subject 
figures making eye contact with their mirrored double, visible in a studio window located 
behind the camera. (In the image below I am the figure starting out) 
 
 
Figure 36. Simon Baré, TIMMH (3), 2015 
 
The re-editing and sound design of (phase 3) also invokes the uncanny by adding void 
spaces to the work in which the sound and visual components cut out or fade away 
causing the installation space to fall into near darkness from which the figures immerged. 
This places the spectator into a void in which ‘the nothing’ is momentarily the main 
component of the work.  
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Conclusion 
 
When I began work on this thesis it was my intention to explore how the artist and 
filmmaker could make meaningful work amidst an absurd meaningless existence. In doing 
so I have examined and explored the work of artist and filmmakers who have attempted to 
engage with the absurd through the prism of crisis, because it is through crisis the absurd 
as it is experienced in everyday life is made visible. I have also suggested that these 
practitioners do this within a liminal space, which is reflective of absurdity and of the 
uncanny experience of being made aware of absurdity and the nothing. This liminality is 
utilised not only because of its relationship to the absurd but because it facilitates a 
process of making sense of the world and ones place in it. Likewise absurdist, liminal and 
uncanny tropes have been used by these filmmakers and artists, as well as by myself, to 
make visible and to communicate the experience of being thrown into an absurd existence. 
In many ways the key discovery of this research has been to understand the circular 
relationship between the absurd, the liminal, and the uncanny. This is of significance 
because each of these categories are seen as independent classifications and not 
interrelated. I am not however arguing that all absurdist, liminal or uncanny works are 
intrinsically linked.  I am however arguing this connection is evident in the artist and film-
makers attempts to quiet the idols and make this silence their own - just as Camus’ absurd 
hero does. It is in their embracing of the absurd and the lucidity it creates that their works 
are able to navigate meaning amidst meaningless. 
 
Much of this investigation has been framed within the context of house, and more generally 
through the constructed spaces in which we live.  The house is not only used as a site in 
which we live and negotiate meaning, and experience meaninglessness, or as a place in 
which films and art can be located but as a sight of ambiguity and uncertainty that reflects 
an uncanny relationship of the subject to the world and to themselves, and that which 
remains unseen within plain sight.  
 
In the course of this investigation I have not attempted to argue there is any particular truth 
to be discovered but rather that by engaging with the act of creation and the seeking of 
significance these filmmaker and artists are making meaninglessness and the act of 
exploring it visible. As such I would suggest the act of seeking understanding is more 
important than the outcome and that this creative process mirrors that of Sisyphus pushing 
his bolder up a mountaintop for all eternity and contemplating his lot in his decent.  
 
It is also important to reiterate this investigation is grounded in the lives of everyday people 
and their experiences of and encounters with the uncanny and transitional process of 
negotiating significance in their own lives. This research has profoundly informed my 
process led practice and the creation of work that is distinctly different to that envisaged at 
the outset of this degree. I am indeed grateful for my subject’s generosity of spirit in sharing 
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their stories and sometimes-painful experience of negotiating significance. These 
interviews have not only shaped this thesis but have grounded it in an absurd that reflects 
Camus’ own - one in which real people experience the absurd in their own lives and not 
just in an abstracted literary, filmic or artistic form.  
 
I would further contend the exploration of the significance in a practice that embraces the 
absurd, the liminal, and uncanny allows the spectator to negotiate their own way through 
life when confronted with the void of being by making that reality recognisable and 
something that can be experienced within the relative safety of the work.  While this 
encounter may leave the spectator disturbed I believe they are also invigorated and in 
some small way facilitated to continue on in their toil, knowing their burden is shared and 
perhaps that “the struggle itself towards the heights is enough to fill a mans heart”.   
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Appendices Two - Phase 1 Exhibition Plan 
 
Figure 37 + 38. Simon Baré, TIMMH (1), 2014 Documentation Image & Screen Capture  
 
This is Me my House (part1-5) Phase 1 is the first exhibition iteration of my research installation 
project. It is a 5-channel video work that runs at 1 hour, 26 minutes and 58 seconds. The 
channels were screened through four monitors and one projection as can be seen in the above 
image.  It is similar to (Phase 3) in that it features similar imagery and narrative content. It 
however differs from later iterations in its length, in its arrangement within the gallery, and 
because it makes use of some imagery not used in the later iteration. In (Phase 1) a series of 
images featuring subjects sitting on a couch in, as seen above, were used in this work but not 
in latter works.  This phase also had the same audio track playing between the different 
monitors. This cause the narrative stories to become difficult to discern when the media players 
fell out of sync with each other – inspiring further research and a process led exploration of of 
audio manifest in (Phase 3).   
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Appendices Three - Phase 2 Exhibition Plan 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 39. Simon Baré, TIMMH (2), 2014 & 2015 Catalogue Screenshot   
 
The blurb above is taken from the in the catalogue for the Dlux MediaArts exhibition 
catalogue for the “Is this Art” exhibition held in association with Artereal Gallery, August 26, 
2015. It was first screened at the 1st Vertical Film Festival in Katoomba, September 2014, 
and was awarded 2nd prize. This work is a shorter work that utilises footage from (Phase 1) 
enabling me to rethink how I used the imagery of figures walking out of the dark featuring in 
all works. In this work phase I experimented with layering images, locating each figure in a 
liminal space between focus and out of focus, symbolically representing a state of flux. I 
also use this work as a chance to experiment with the layering and manipulation of sound.  
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Appendices Four - Phase 3  
 
Figure 40 + 41. Simon Baré, TIMMH (1), 2014 Documentation Image  
 
This is Me my House Phase 3 is the exam exhibition iteration of my MFA practice. The project 
is a 6-channel video, sound and structural installation, with a running time of 1 hour, 46 minutes 
and 58 seconds. In this iterations 5 channels are projected onto three walls – two on the left 
and right side of the room with the fifth projected on the back wall. These channels are primary 
concerned with the narrative elements and visuals of empty and derelict spaces. This iteration 
includes visuals of spaces not used in (Phase 1). It also features new sections in which all six 
channels fade to black and the sound scape of the documentary fades away to be replaced 
with the amorphous sound scape used in (Phase 2). Amidst the darkness the lone figures also 
featured in (Phase 2) emerge from the dark looking out at the viewer and then recced back 
from whence they came. 
 
The sixth channel and sound work is housed beneath the raised floor and is glimpsed through 
gaps between the floorboards on a hidden monitor. Both the sound work and video in this 
section are constructed through a process led rerecording practice that distorts and 
deconstructs the apparent meaning found in channels 1-5. 
 
Channels 1-5 and 6 work in unison, and opposition to each other. 
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Catalogue of Work Presented for Examination 
 
This is Me, my House (Phase 1) Part 1-5, https://vimeo.com/113886174 
Password - TIMMHP1C 
 
This is a single channel iteration of (Phase 1) combining the five installation channels into a 
single video format.  
 
TIMMH: Study (Phase Two), https://vimeo.com/114202757  
Password - TIMMHP2  
 
Study is an experimental video work exploring portraiture in a liminal and uncertain space. 
 
TIMMH (Phase 3 in part), https://vimeo.com/132508354  
 
This is a sample sequence from a larger sound and video installation that makes up part of 
my Master of Fine Arts thesis practice. The work has been created through a process led 
practice that involved the recording and rerecording of video and sound created in the 
Phase 1 of This is Me my House. The work explores the ephemeral process of negotiating 
significance amidst absurdity. 
 
This is Me, my House (Phase 3) Part 1-6 Compile, https://vimeo.com/184280539 
Password - TIMMHP3 
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Simon Baré  - Bio  
 
Simon Baré (1966 -) is a filmmaker who works in the space between film and video art 
practice. He was born in New Zealand but has been based himself in Australia since 1993. 
He has worked in a variety of roles in film, children’s TV, and as a creator of corporate 
video content with a social, educational and artistic focus. Simon is currently completing a 
Masters of Fine Arts at Sydney University’s College of the Arts, while teaching post-
production and documentary at Sydney Tafe and the New Fork Film Academy. 
  
 (Selected Works)  
 
Is This Art –Group Exhibition organised by DLUX Media Arts and Arterial Gallery Rozelle, 
NSW, August 28, 2015 with This is Me, my House: Study (phase 2). Curator Alex 
Sutcliffe 
 
Interrogating the In-between: Humanities & Languages Postgraduate Research 
Conference 2015  - A Place In-between: Session Chair: Aniko Hatoss - University of New 
South Wales, June 12, 2015 
Speaker 
 
This is Me, my House: Study (phase 2) – First Vertical Film Festival, Katoomba, 17th of 
October 2014. 
 (Awarded 2nd prize in best vertical film competition) 
 
Some Say You Can Find Happiness Here - Group Exhibition at Sydney College of The 
Arts Graduate Research Gallery with This is Me My House: Part 1-5 (phase 1) five screen 
video installation. July 2014. Curator Nicholas Tsoutas 
 
Sydney College of the Arts Postgraduate Show with Five Dock Crew an MFDI 
graduating film. Dec 2012. Finalist Best Documentary ‐ St Kilda Film Festival 2012)   
 
  
A Love Story: short film funded by Screen Australia; 2009 Writer Anna Lall, Simon Baré 
Director/Script Editor 
(Gold Award Victorian and Tasmanian, Australian Cinematographers Society, Best 
Cinematography, Drama Fiction Short, Dec 2009 
Special Mention, National Australian Cinematographers Society Awards, Best 
Cinematography, Drama Fiction Short, May 2010 
Harold Park Shorts 2011) 
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Eleven: short film created for Beyond Blue, 2009; Simon Baré: Director/Editor 2009 
 (Finalist Best art Direction St Kilda Film Festival 2012, screened on ABC Television, Feb, 
2011 and Oct, 2012, Harold Park Shorts 2011) 
 
Love Story 2007: theatre, Short & Sweet Festival 2007; Simon Baré, Director. ( 
(Winner Week Five Best Short Play and at Gala Final AFC Award for Play Most Likely to 
become a Short Film) 
 
Eau de la Vie: 13 minutes, Short Film, Di Oliver Productions, NZ 1994; Simon Baré 
Writer/Director 
(Official Selection, Out of Competition, Cannes Film Festival, 1994. Winner Best Short Film, 
New Zealand Film and Television Awards, 1994. Winner Best Short Film, Cinema Giovani, 
Italy, 1994. Special Prize, Prix de la Jeunesse, Clermont-Ferrand, France, 1995. First Prize, 
Youth Jury, Odense Film Festival, Denmark, 1995. Winner, Most Surprising Film, Odense 
Film Festival, Denmark, 1995.) 
 
 
